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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The purpose of this study was to identify and measure Interpersonal

communication bebeilets of children. To a certgin extent this was a

pioneer undertaklig'beceuse the literature on communication reveals no

syiiematic,'empiricaldata on bow children Communicate. Variations In

cOmmunication behavior among childrenas well as among adults are often

cited in behavioral scimiceliteratUre and are recognized in everyday

life. These variations are not limited to speech and writing, but cover

&wide variety of communication behavior even though speaking, reading,

and-writingliehatiore of children hive'received.the bulk of intensive

and Offensive research attention re/tilting in information regarding norms,

instruments for assessing verbal, reading and writing performance, plus a

wide gamut of instruiental uses of these behaviors. However, no comr

parable information le avillabli regarding variations in communication

behaviors whichdo-notHinVolve Speech or written syibols, particularly

those behiVioti which are 'unique to childrep'sAnterpersonal transactions.

this study is a'pert-of4he'effort to fill this'inforMation gap.

this .itudy therefore issues from a wide range of preoccupations

with the eittere 'of 'hainairtireirth aid 'learning. ' Whether or not these con-

sideratiOns are identifiaein ternis oincli'aelaatureition;" "learning," or

"growth," they are concerned With the processes through Which a single.

human life inareatio 'in Co*Platity and Changes.-

TO iduá theèe proaatialiiikto irvtew of

discipline, as has seen the 'preatial;' tends t prevent the development

of a science of 'Li or which fits the total image Of man. Human

development Md growth 'Must eventually he'visied'frota a larger pareptie

till,* than that 'providd by any One of traditional disciplines.
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There is at present a re-emphasis upon human behavior, particularly among

those disciplines'which are concerned with social problems, Grinker (1964) in

an article entitled "Psychiatry Rides Off in All Directions" made an eloquent

plea for his dieciOline to return to behavioral observations and to deductions

from behavioral dada. McCrory (1965), in en address to the Society for

Pediatric Research, stated that of 811 ongoing research projects cited by 75

departments responding, only 32 had to do with behavioral science... "The

papers on developmental biology have been too numerous to mention but the

papers on developmental behavior have iteen regrettably few." Krasner and

Ullmann (1965) In editing their.uCase Studies on Behavior Modification" take

their clinical psychological and psychlatriC colleagues to task for reversing

the processes of science b trying to put theory into a given treatment

technique; e.g., Miller and Dollard's attempt to insert Bullion learning

theory into psychoanalytic constructs of personality and treatment.

Bruner (1966) has cited'the need in education for empirical data on human

growth and deveioyment, and Gage's ricent'conpenclium on research on teaching

(1963) reinforces behaviorally oriented ,research in education. k The orienta-

tion of this study toward behavieral data is consistent with the above

mentioned.trand,

The importance of interpersonal comftunication transactions in the

deielopment,104-learning, adaptitionand'aurvtval Of the individual

and -';' of tultoraie mentioned repeatedly in the
U

biological and social

sciendee,"and'rightfutl' AOwever, theSe references are 'not matched

with el-dita on the StieCifid
differeitielsAucOmunicatidit patterns

of

vitt,

foment'

other' variablits 6

daCatenta

theic origin, intellectual ability

therean hinieppreaching a eaten-

the role of interpertional communications

in human behavior over the life span, of the organisms Without such
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empirical data the effectiveness of those professional disciplines respon-

sible for facilitating human growth, adaptation and learning is unques-

tionably restricted.

A set of postulates regarding the origins, nature and role of inter-

personal communication behavior was described previously (Richmond and

Buehler 1962) and is summarised in Chapter II which follows. Also, a

research approach to identifying and measuring the individual use of

communication behavior was proposed (Buehler and Richmond, 1963).

A. number of studies were conducted which used this methodology (Buehler

and Richmond, 1963; Ward, 1964; Buehler, Patterson and Furniss, 1966) and

its utility as a research tool was verified. Data were obtained on the

differential use of interpersonal communication behavior on a limited

sample of adolescents and adults, including staff members in a correctional

school, psychiatrists and other professionals in a mental hospital, and

nurses in a pediatrics unit of a general hospital. The accrued data and

the refinement of the research method (identified in this study as the

interpersonal Communication Behavior Analysis Method, or ICBM) led to

the design of the present study.

The uniqueness of this research methodology lies in the fact that it

is the only instrument developed to date which enables the researcher

to record simultaneously all of the observable communication behaviors

Which take place in interpersonal transactional situations. Theie are,

of course, many instruments and techniques available for measuring

communication in any one,of the categories included in the categorical

systems, utilised in this study (e.81,4'Blauvelt, 1936; BirdWhistell, 1960;

Hataratee.and Saslow', X960; Harlow and Harlow, 1962; Nathan, Schneller and
.

.
,

Lindsey, 1965; Rrasner, 1958 and others) . Each of these has its value
- ,



for minute analyses of a limited range of behavior. However, for purposes

of identifying and measuring the communication behaviors utilised by people

In interpersonal transactional episodes, an instrument capable of encompas-
.

, ,

sing the full range of observable behavior appears necessary.

A comment is appropriate regarding the rationale for undertaking a

descriptive rather than an experimental' study at this juncture. It is our

considered opinion that before any variable can be experimentally manipulated

for the purpose of establishing its differential effects its normative

occurrence, including distribution and vaziability, needs to be established.

Uhen this principle of scientific order is ignored, some very misleading

conclusions result, as the history of science shows. In the orderly pro-

gression of science, descriptive studies precede comparative studies and

both establish the base data for experimentation.

The purpose of this study therefore was to identify and measure the

differential use of interpersonal communication behavior among children

of public school age. This central purpose, the hypotheses and other

factors involved in the design are described in detail in the following

chapters. A comment at this point on the reasons for selecting a public

school as the study site is pertinent.

'idealXr, normativeAata on the communication behaviors utilised by

children ihoUld be free from situational bits, but such bias-free
Tokv

situation* do not eft, The social situation or system in which behavior.
!

%

Is Observed Influences the evocation of behavior. In other words, the
. i. :., .'

" .

total repertoire of a child's .or,an adultft communication behavior is.
41'41:Y;:v.ita

necessarily any one 'social' sitnatiow.because..every situation
kmr,454', 71VAV..,,T;f:,, .;

theoretically AOposeis 4$ffiOnt 4000de-end liMits etkbehaVior. Therefore,
1.

ja'W &. V00 .11;1410 440'tl V.A,

a ..0samnicatio* research design must ,select. ; the -social. situation in 'Which

1
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behavioral data may be obtained and which is representative of situations

relevant to the group studied. A laboratory situation would provide

behavioral. dona whose relevance to nonlaboratory social situations would

need empirical testing. nonlaboratory social oltuation which occupies

'ouch of the life space of a growing child is assumed to yield data sore

directly relevant to the long-range purpou of this. study. Consequently,

the public's schools were. selected as the study. sites.

An additional and equally important reason is that the public's
schools represent society's most concerted and comprehensive effort to
modify a child's knowledge and behavior in the direction of general norms

end expectancies of the culture. Furthermore the school is one of the few

institutions in 'society which utilise coomunication as the primary agent

in accomplishing this teak. The school may be aptly described as a highly

rgenised social opium which has a built-in colontacation system serving

as its primary instrument in accomplishing its purpose. The school's

effectiveness, therefore, is directly comensurate with the effectiveness

of its communication sytems«

An additional factor which determined the focus of this study is the
.fact that, the literature on cosetunication increasingly includes counnmi-

cation .behaviors which are not classified as -speech or the I use of any of

the technological. instrumento of communication. Thue communication

behaviors are seen as playing an important role in the shaping oi

personality and ,behavior. In other words, :.learuiug. results from.a much

wider betlPfieral milieu than verbal. symbolic transactions alone. While

this broader definition of cormaunication has eppeared to be gaining headway

among the behavioral sciences, the formal C01111111.1.040.011 system of a school

focuses primarily, if not exclusively, upon the use of verbal and written

symbols. The goals of education, the instruc4onal technology, the
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educational. materials are all expressed in term of skill in the use of

such symbols. At the same time there is an area of human behavior p

ducing more or less permanent learning effects that is not presently

utilized in the official communication system of the schools.

The, only v.d.dely accepted scientific theory of communication in the

behavioral sciences has been information theory (Weiner, 1954) and this

has been adopted in varying degrees in education, psychiatry, psychology,

and related disciplines for want of a more comprehensive theory of

communloatice0

It was assumed in this study that the task of education requires the

full utilization of every available, learning resource. When this assumption

is translated into research terms, one of the tasks of educational research

is to =duo learning resources operationally explicit. A wide range of

biosocial data suggests that learning resources ars not found in materials

alone. They inclUidiit the full range of cosmandeaelon' behavior of the

teacher, the individual student, and the social group. They include all

the ongoing interpersonal transactiona Which occur within the social.

system of the school. These. considerations suggeot that 'empirical data

on tfie Interpersonal cosimunication behavior of children' In a school

setting Would Make" the full range of comiunication behavior more available

to the ool tituis iiierease the`jotai atiectiiiinits of the educational

endeavor.

The present study 'is one of a'itiriMs of 'pre' tiOted studies and the

role of these coanunications in humeri growth, learning, adaptation and

survival.
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upon which the origins, growth, adaptation and a survival of the individual, the

family and the culture depend. The purpose o this chapter is to summer

the empirical bases for this frame of reference and the research methodology

utilized in this study.

In presenting a bioaocial theory f human behavior, Cameron and

Magaret have stated:

4 A

of reference which this research approach has been

tonal cof aunlcation is defined as a transactional process

"Human society is built around and sustainedaei by communi-
*Won; and the behavioral organisation of all individuals

who participate in social interaction is continuously dependent
on comzunicative functions." (1951)

S

If the behavioral organization of all individuals is continuously dependent

upon communicative functions, then the process of education, too must be

viewed in terms of communication.

Implicit, in the communications transactional process are, of course, all

of the recognized and unrecognized problems of social learning, cultural

assimilation, and personal sudior cultural deviance. Nevertheless, ,it is

necessary that,research ettentJ.on should be given to those processes of

interpersonal relations which find their expression in the communications

behaviors of people, perticularly in a field'ehich is communications oriented.

Amoei the conceptual models for communication which have been advanced,

the general approadh Of 0 H. Mead (1934) 0 well (1959) 0 Thayer (1963), and

others has 'been adopted. Their approach assumes that coemunication cannot

be studied or deelt with apart from human behavior and that interpersonal

communication involves the behavior of people in interpersonal transactions.

The term 'transaction" iae herein used a defined by Dewey and Bentley (1949)
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iprocel, part

;" 1,e.

d fusnctional

8.

ems which are in cir-

t both latr and

Ile emphasise commoni cation as process because it
denominator in human behavior. /ts forms vary from culture to
culture, but its function is the same among all. humans. Recent
developments among the biological and social sciences suggest
that the many systems* involved in the human organism and in
human behavior are functionally related through transactional
processes and that those transactional processes may be defined
as communication processes, In this sense communication
function' to integrate theuvarious systems into the whole
organism and the organism into its environment."
(Richmond & Buehler, 1962)

Furthermore, in any study of interpersonal communication it is imperative

that concepts of inechanical communication structures and processes be die

sociated from the ,human structures and processes after which they are

patterned. While the former have the function of processing and storing

information, with built-in feedback machenisds for error correcting, these

acts ere performed by standardised instrumentation ,which does not transact

with other instruments except as they are programmed by people to do so.

Fringe and Fringe (1964)

"The so-called electronic brains are only brains in that
they mimic few of the more obvious dharacteristics of the
output side of the, human brain.. To a biologist, the term 'brain'
is almoit amusing when, used for devices which have such weight
and bulk for their load-level. No animal,could afford to carry
this such around."

Thus are the adaptive capabilities of mechanical systems limited in scope.

On the other band, human structures and processes, while generally

standardized' and progremetd physiologically", are nevertheless individual,

bisexual, perpetuelly changing, and ofd as for

xample; When they correctly interpret the defense and threatening posturing

*Griot** (1956) lists five systems: The (1) enzymatic (2). organic,
(3) psychological, (4) neurological, and (5) cultural.
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of other species. Human systems transact with multifarious, oonetandardized

environments and operate selectively in these unpredictable environments to

the perpetuation of the individual organism, the species, end the culture.

The estate in which the machine operates must be predictable.

This point of view was stated in an interdisciplinary symposium,

"Toward A Unified Theory of Human Behavior" in an address by Lawrence K.

Frank, entitled "Social Systems and Culture." (1956)

"For a unified theory of human behavior, we need a conceptual
framework which will enable us to recognize the many dimensions
of human behavior as observed in the cultural-social environment
in addition to the geographic environment. This calls for a
concept of the orgenismplereonality whose varied behavior we
are seeking to understand.

"One promising approach to a unified theory is to follow the
growth, development and maturation of the human child as an
organism-personality from conception on. Im this way we may
observe hove young,mammallan organism, with all the wisdom of
the body, undergoes successive alterations and passes through
sequences, of transformations whereby he learns to live in a
cultural-social field which is being maintained by the trans-
actional processes of many human beings. Such a field need not
be regarded as a separate independent organization, a more or less
super-'human .systes or mechanism, as our classieel social theory
has long conceived it, seeing the individual primarily in terms
of how, he adjusts to thatsystem or mechanism. Bather, this
field may be viewed as we are learning to conceive of other
fields, as arising from the patterned transactional relations of
all members of the cultural-social field, each of which carries
on continual .intercourse .:with other members of the group.
Viewing his conduct and feelings as circular, reciprocal,
transactionalvoccurring between and among persons, all the
varied patterns, rituals*, institutional practices and *tole'
of group life appear as 80 many different modes of communication
in and through which each person can approach, negotiate and
seek consummation, In this way we may view the economic,
political, legal, and social patterns and transactions as
defined'and prescribed modes of human behavior which each member
of the group must utilize if he is to communicate with others."

These transactions to which Frank alludes are obviously not limited to

symbols, but,nenesserlly include biochemical and motor transactions as well.

Therefore, the concept of interpersonal transactions was extended into the

biochemic' al. and motor transactions :between organisms, an a means for coact*-

tualising the biosocial bases for interpersonal communication.
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machine mad be designed to "think" or "reproducer" itself is
beside point and confusing the issue. The precise point which must be
made as * primary assumption in this frame of reference is that the trans-
actional processes which Prank and others describe are the communication

transactions which function to integrate the hymen organism within itself
within the environment of people on a lifespan continuum. Furthermore,

sure in the °muds., Including its behavior, is the cantina:big product of
these selective and adaptive transactional processes.

The essential differences between mechanicti and transactional
models of communication have been stated b Weiner (2934), Cherry (961)
and others. Nevertheless research on human' communication has continued to
disregard communication as behavioral phenomena and has focused instead upon
paychol teal, aotio-icultural, temporal, and other variables which influence
or result from ccamtimicatiom* It is true, as 1Croober inditates, that man
is a creature met apart -froit all other* by reason of his superior brain and
his`. ability to use language.' But- in the development of a theory of human
iaterperrona tioununication behavior it is necessary to consider the many

'paths -whichlet to this separateness It is not necessary or oven possible
at thin in Oracle* detail ',that these paths are or how they
iiffet bairn tontimication but scientific integrity demands
consideration `o 'their Wo 'wish 'merely' to, drai the attention ofeT

the' .thi fedi that is 'a 'ietainnicatione continias Which begins
6 ld wh ch tiononnideteis by 'chattel siignale. Thit Continuum

fills*ehol each as moaning and purpose; eocio-cultural e 8., BauschYaitiuttionali; interiveraonal,*mall group and societal situation; temporal, 44.60, Matt:arum* and Sealow's(1960 a the temporal 'Congruities in ,tntiiiparsatial behavior;payable c, e.g. Ari ti's (1955) work on pathologies' communications.;..otleditOuitihritatti
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some of which utilise chemica» and acoustical signals to a
greater deg than they use visual signals, for example. It extends to and
includes man, who according to some of the literature depends in part upon
auditory and visual senses, but in actuality who possesses all the other
means for cemiunicitit'in'ai represented in the continuum. To relegate these
Other senses for communication to a nonverbal cache basin is scientifically
irresponsible and, in view of the needs of our disadvantaged human communi.-

cators; Logs the deaf, the blind, the auto, it is socially indefensible. The
present and projected adventuring into space say also demand the use and
control of a variety of different communication senses and systems as well as
the built-in features of lesser animal communications systems. Recent
findings indicate that the e:tin, which is so closely allied with the first or
biochemical level of coLannIcittlon, is more than a "barrier;" indeed, it has
been identified as a inaLLI sensing con ties lass (Montagu, 1965;
Montagne, 1956) To identify these processes as they are related to those
involved in human', communication is the focus of attention in the zheoretical
background and the research methodology utilised in this study. "The process
of communiestion, regardless of the message, its purpose and effects, or the
personality characteristics of the 'communicstor or the 'recipient' has not
been documented` to date".(lichmond and Buehler, 1962)

k .research methodology, derived from* concept of commuelcation as
interpersonal transactional behavior needs to be 'capable of including a
repriessatitive Sample of all thv.( transactional behaviors associated with
human:life. In the development of this research methodology, the authors
found it necessary to drams .from a wide range litersture on the biosocial
behaviors' associated with the Ott$131$ growth, adaptation and survival of
humitnlife It is assumed in this approach that any uman behavior that is
present universally regardless of the exigencies of maturation, learning,
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culture or tine and place represeentes behavior which meets certain primary

human needs. A communications frame of reference in which communication is

defined as behavior oust be grounded, not only in selected features of the

culture and aspects of learning, but more basically it must be grounded in

the biologicsl origins of life.

This research approach postulates communication as transactions occurring

on four primary levels of behevior. Time four levels ores liochemica, Motor

Movement, Speech and Technology. The bases for this foureilmel. system are

found in the anatomical and physiological structures and processes of the

human organism. Special attention has been given to the biochemical level

as it is evidenced in foetal/neonate/maternal relationships since this level

is not generally included in any discussion of intraorganic and interpersonal

communications transactions.

Human life has its origins in intram. and interorganic transactions on

the biochemical level which we have identified as the first level of

communication. The relation between the mother and the foetus is immediate

in terms of time and space; a relation in which the biochemical and

physiological processors of the mature organism are in continuous transaction

with the biochemical and physiological processes of the developing organism.

The precise relation between the mother and the child has not been fully

documented but a persisting traditional concept implying that the mother

provides only protection and unilaterel sustenance during foetal and

neonate life is, with continuing research, giving way to a concept of

reciprOCala Participative, end interdependent transactional -provisoes.

This he* been pointed up by, Tuner 4955i and others in analyses of the
**,

biochemical trinsections ;occur's*, ,between the mother and the foetus through

the pleconta.
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Further evidence of the uniqueness of the mother foetus-neonate complex,

mid one which may have particular significance for man's ability to develop

and perpetuate a culture, is found in the hormone Prolactin. This hormone,

which is produced 4y the maternal pituitary gland, induces lactation and

effects profound psychological as well as physiological changes in the mother.

"It seems very Prohable in the light of experience with
,mmismelA as well as. with human beings, that individual women
vary greatly In their ability. to produce this hormone, and
that this biochemical variation is responsible in part, not
only for their differing abilities to nurse babies, but also
for differences in their attitude toward babies." (Williams, 1956)

Furthermore, although women can produce this hormone there are further

biochemical differences in their varying physiological abilities to

metabolise it.

Although Harlow. (1965) makes no attempt to investigate biochemical

causation, it is not unreasonable to suspect that the biochemical differences

in isdividuels which Wiliam cites may be one of the underlying causes of

the inappropriate maternal behavior which Barlow observed in his experimental

adult female Monkeys. (p. 349)

In contrast to the inappropriate prisaie behaviors cited by Harlow,

(1956) in her studies on Mai= 11iteritoil-rtnete relationships

describes whet ihe'ideniiileis ae '1;lologicelly appropriate" behaviors which

have Value for iumen survival. in describing the behaviors of both the new

anther (the piimipars) and the naWborn infant in which the infant manipulates

its tent onaort she states that:

'When a newborn baby moves in a behavior which contacts
its nether and acts with her* this act is of biological Interest.
it 14 qUits possible that its significance is a part of the
feeding sequence, the reproductive sequence or bat. First,
the intsriftrelationships which occur must be defined. Then, thedesonstration of their;may he Undertaken."

eft behaviors *witch Blauvelt hem observed may, be those which medical

114,. psycho). 04 literature, the absence of pore precise datoonsad
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maternal-neonate and Other maturational behavior, have termed "random."

In the -absence of such data the Practice in our culture is to immediately

'clothe the newborn in' wrappingei whiCh effectively' prevent movement of the

extremitiesi and thereby restrict the transactions between the child and its

human environment. An added restriction in maternal-meceate transactions is

impcieed by the withholding of the breset and substituting bottle feeding.

It it at this point that culture may begin to intervene in the maternal-.

neonate transactional process.

That these biochemical transactions do not drop out but continue

throughout life as an essential class of communication behavior is evidenced

by animal researdh, research on maternal and sensory deprivation, anthro»
. ;

pological research, recent research on social learning, as well as research
on tactile communication. (Harlow, 1965; Blauvelt, 1956; Casler, 1961;

Goodall, 19654 Hbutagu, 1965; Frank, 1959, and Fringe and Fringe, 1964). The

point is emphasised in this context because of the persistent tendency in

the literature to equate connmnication only with the use of verbal symbols.

In turn, this tendency implies that biochemical and motor movement trans-

ectione drop out of the communication repertoire once speech is learned.

The evidence is quite the contrary.

If thfse behaviors which Blauvelt and others have observed in the mother

and the neonate C occurring at the beginning of it'partiCUlarly vulnerable
4

period in life are biologically appropriate in terms of survival, it must be

*reused that they are e part pf the transactional processes which are

necessary for blogocial maturation. Furthermore, there appear to be

additional needs thar,nre satisfied through the nursing process. Harlow and

Zimmettean's studies.(1959) 'of monkeys indicate that the intake of food is
not -that takes, place in nursing tifahavior Infent,e0Tkeya that obtained
(tee onlisind were denied body contact with the mother-surrogate showed

ZTr
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marked retardation: in their.bicsocial development, Harlow identified this as

a need to: touch a. body' need (3959). Harlow and Harlow (1965) in

their further in4estigatiOn of the Mothersoinfant" relation state:

."The,infent4mother,affectional system is enorraously powerful
and probably lees .variable than ay other of the affectional
systems:*,- It le Dot surprising, that this iZ so; because strong
infant-mother itieS'aiti,.taistintiii1"*to survival, particularly in a
feral eitViroinaint: Thig: system is so, binding that may infants
cat.,surViva'itteffectiVe.'taitherizig, and the system will even
continue with great strength in the face of strong and protracted
pm/obi:ant by Am:feeling stothar*G" '(1). 2800

While, previous researeh byjthe'authors bee not dealt with the area of

motheroilifinteemininiaticpCilystesui, Our preliminary data does show that the

biochemical 440 11040;'`.,,IPTi'4140 41,14 of traatictional behaviors are in
daily usage *mg !I** tit both 'Eses0,* represented in our sample.

The significant poitsti. it that speech .dielattiOS 'later in the thud's life,
and-'810.Litle to:and'uot it,the'restm VbfóCátcà1 and toter movement trans!!

actionsvirich*`aire'4,neirer,'t0 peçeded in the regitlatiett and Maintenance of

interpersonal baibewitire;'..'1110'citainical and 'motor movement behaviors precede

speechi'anCtontimaAhroughoUtAlfe eien after speech and the technology of
cOWtC$tOü8re learned, 89'E:coati:al processes in the biosocial aurvival,

grth1eóiningsend `4kddlitiitiOn'or'die indityidual. Hall (1959) has stated

that:

"Behavior IA 'hat** áCt11ty invàlvOd isurvival * Symbols
are an extension of ,behavior and speech and writing ere an
intealoa Of,eitetiiicitit, or Sythols of symbols."

Without detottflgfra die'inportance of speech and writing in the

tratteationt iiiiedeesery 'to keep Speech in its proper

pertilientivt44',4tiVelOPtient4cindIdiiPtetton iirOcetiiii *lit cognitive models

rosuormoirioreamuillispostoweirmismourivisommiliiie
,

*llitilfow awl jairleitridintikf five offentional systems: The .infant-mother;
ttwoo4thePolinftntio,OkinfirriV4-.

..*-'infant;:. and.heterciseltoat; andthe paternal.
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such as represented by Osgood, et al., (1957) and others communication is

seen as consisting essentially of symbolic processes. However, in

G. H. Meat's. (1934) and Hall's (1959) behavioral models, speech is but one

form of communication. Hall states:

''There are ten separate kinds of human activity which I have
labelled PRIMARY MESSAGE SYSTEMS. Only the first (P145) involves
language. All.the Other. (PMS) are nouwlinguistic forms of the
communication process." (p. 45)

Speech reduces the total dependency in some interpersonal transactions,

upon biochemical and motor behavior but casual observation indicates that
many vital interpersonal relations are established and sustained by other

than verbal or written communication.

It is important to note again that technological instruments of

communication (the fourth level of communication as defined in this study)

ands. the human behaviors which operate these instruments are designed to

project symbols of behavior in time and space. These instruments, e.g.,

books, radio, television, newspapers* telephone, etc" extend communication

across; time and space barriers but they do not replace transactional behavior
in the development of the very symbols which they extend. There is ample

evidence 'from many sources, that such technological,displacement of the human

organism is not entirety probable or even daSirable in the developmental

PC0001111 A.though the evidence of Harlow and ilarl.ow (1965) a/one

sufficient to establish the developmental retardationlOichl results from the

deprivetion blochemicaL Instqr trausaCtialli4 :0Cctna7 aloe cite the

eenclusione,10 ,Cosier (1901) ,ft014:44,reviee:ef e,reaeorch literature on

mammal en4yeenaery deprivation as supporting postisionylo, The farm):

research on usalcals mid the latter research on humans indicates that there

are.0080tititapereoneat*,s1Abeha Ova:9'044AB high e:44,r,.do not develop

'se develaP!14.4AstOrteCtart4 1whe tins space, tegist03.0gica4 barriers

to interpereonel trans ations arccimposed., Recent :research' further delineates
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pace as barriers in human pre tci development as we11

tneQiirly

of human behavior it is nemsary

tions regarding the energetics of behavior. is topic has bean

treated by a variety of theoretical torso such as tivation," "drive,"

"instinct," etc. Sinnott (1963) sums up his analysis of the energetics

of behavior by postulating a "Basic goalmseeking and purposiveness" found

in all organic behavior, and that this in turn is an aspect of the more

general, selfsreeulating and normative characteristics evidenced in the

development and the maintenance activities of living organisms.

"There are evidently various levels of orgenisation, some
of which are subordinate to others in a kind of hierarchy.
A cell is one such level, and the processes which. go on within
it maintain a certain independence; but cells are organised
into tissues, tissues are grouped into organs, and organs into
individual organisms." (p. 34)

It is these organisational and transactional processes which make

reasonable the assumption that there is an impetus to survive which

characterises life, and it is this impetus which is manifest eventually

through intresiorganic and intermorgani. y c uommnication transactions..

The survival of the intent has been attributed by Gillin (1945) and

others to the influence of culture, but,it seems likely that in view .of

man's extended,infancy (Montagu, 1965)4 his leek of specialised weapons for

defense or aggressive behavior, and a the:relative,,unatable character of

ma culture, primitive or modern as a factor in survival, that be may

have been selectively 'eliminated long ago if some procesema other than

culture/ were not working to insure bis survival (Herber, 1962; M. Mead, 1934;

William*, 1956; Satin, 1961).

looarning too has been assumed, to ,accoun for survtval, and there is no

doubt that learning reOulte. Ansi end influences such thine as level, content,

frequency, etc., of transactional behavior, but certainly in the universe of
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is one one of the va ables t

actle a are characteristic of

7 ass at the time tact the Impetus is the need

words, we assume that interpersonal coemunications

latt;brrele, are necessary in the blosocial development of

Impetus underlying these comunications transactions is

the postulated need o survive.

These considerations form the bases of the methodology utilised in this

study. As mentioned previously, the methodology utilizes four primary,

biolt gica1ly determined groups of behavior which are defined as "levels of

communication." The rationale underlying the use of the term "level of

communication" has been stated previously (Buehler and Richmond, 1963)

as follows:

"The concept of levels Is a useful tool in the study of
cumulative changes within any system. Since the human organism
consists of several submsysteme which, when functionally related,
contribute toward the integration of the whole but whose parts,
having developed differently, represent differing degrees of
cumulative complexity, some means for identifying, describing and
measuring suet: differentials is appropriate.' The concept of levels
thus serves as a basis for setting up a categorical system under
which the observed .interpersonal communication behaviors of an
individual may be subsumed."

Each of the four primary levels of communication behavior may be divided

into categories defined operationally in terms of observable movement on the

pert of a person during interpersonal transactional episodes. Meaning, intent,

effects, etc., are rigorously excluded from the scoring system as they are
, -

seen by the authors as the observer's subjective Interpretations of the

behavior.

When the data represents the observer's judgment of the meaning, intent,

or purpose of an observed movement, the range of subjective interpretations

possible introduces complex problems of validity. A rigorously defined
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of for the simple reason that reports of observable

face validity in themselves " an almost onettomone level of

observers 0 This say be simply illustrated by two peril

parson walking. When the data are limited to behavioral
s, e. "swing the right arm,' "head lowered," "left haul in

pocket" etc., re is little problem of agreement between the observers, and
their reports ye face validity. However, if the observers are required by
the methodology to judge the direction or the purpose of the walking, the

problem becomes complex indeed. One observer may state: "The man is walking

toward the building ahead," while the other obileryar, with equal propriety,
mar state: "The man is walking toward his friend who is waiting for him

ahead." Both observe= *AY be *skins valid observations, but there is two
agreement between their judgments and, more importantly, the validity of each
observation and/or judgment cannot be ascertained by any statistical device.
Much of the problem of reliability and validity appears to the writers to be
inevitable products of nenbehavioral categories used in attempts to describe
and neseure haw; behavior. IA short, the margin for error may be built into
and increased by the inetrunent. The uniqueness of our methodology lies in

the, fact that any observable behavior occurring between two or more persons

to be ordered to a categorical system representing biosociel,processes, and
the behavioral dilferences can then, be analried to terms of levels. It
ProVifiteg therefore* o molar rather than a molecular analysis of an

inalviidueire IteXeotive end edePtlove interpersonai. communivations behavior. We

believe this toLbe, entirely desirable since it permits consideration of

ccamenicetione behaviors as their occur ow* elop rtal continuum.
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e that this approach to research

the behavioral level of analysis.

but confusion reiults when levels

asst not kept distinct in concept formation in research

and in &Means:troll and interpretation.' g the many writers

whO identify various 1.evills' of scientific analysis, Thayer (1963, p. 222)

lists four levels Of scientific analysis: "the Physiological; the psycho-

logical,' the sociological (group-society structure and fUnction, institutions,

material end-nonmaterial culture, etc.) and the techaologidal (theory, tech-

nique, hardware, etc.). Obviously, any level of analysis Might be further

subdivided for refinements' of observation."

The four leVele of communication behavior postulated in this study are

subdivisions the .1.)Mal., level of mania. Inferences may be drawn

from behaVioral data for a *weber of scientific frames of reference in

addition to communication theory, e.g., for biological theory as demonstrated

by Blauvelt (1956), for psychological theory as demonstrated by contemporary

"learning theorists and for sociocultural theory as reflected in anthropo-

logical researcivparticularly.

Research on biochemical and physiological processes obviously require

much more than observations of blushing, crying, body contact, etc. But the

latter phenomena are observable behavior and within an Interpersonal trans-

action context they may be analysed as communication behavior. Likewise, -

tire mechanical processes involved in communication technology, e.g., getting

welectric impale through I telephone system, requires a technological

tstIur thrall human behovibro4 leVel of analysis. In is study the techno-

logicsi4v4 of behaltlor refers only to the bumaq:behirvior involved in the

,r sofa teChnOlogical extension of the voice, 044, 'reeding behavior,

wiring behiviOr, :telephoning behavior.
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9 220) who a ed t

or in this study we

of the bas c °Wad to

efficacious and viable theory o c tion s.ss s to no

do t is a thing sui generic Which can be

behavior," flo adds that failure to adhere

y to this when working on the behavioral level of analysis allows

much conceptual "slippege." Consequently in the interest of adhering to the

to

f analysis ell nonobsarvOle biochemical

but

neurological,

Proe...e. are excluded from the data,

or a can of course be ordered to other frames of

Is study the analysie is re tricted to behavior as
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CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES

This study was conducted during the school year 196445* The subjects

consisted of'boys and girls in each of the following age groups: 5, 7, 9, 11,

13, 15 and 17* Each subject was observed in interpersonal communication

situations in classroom settings. Also, observations of the same subjfacts

were made in a nonclassroom setting as described below* In this chapter the

proceduos utilised in obtaining data on subjects' differential use of

interpersonal communication behavior and the hypotheses which were tested

are described.

A. OBS ERVATIONAL SYSTEM

1. 91ssot? st

:The-Interpersonal COistaunicatiosior.kairlysie Method (IMM) ,
consists ob ?kb' interporsonia,_connualcaltion, behaviorri codii g. this
behavior in rolation,:.to the four priatry levels .and'.their' eight categories and
recording this:bohavior on they ,observerfeltoy Panel. Interpersonal. toatiuMica-

ti011 is lefitood as interpersonal transactional process occurring on 'four

primary leveliv-of biosocial;:behavier. The subjectls behavior inter-
persOnel transection,-iitustina is visitiWas. response, to, the into

latimition as eventvl ougoinvintstpersousl.processwhave:avolded, the

use p,kt:lak, Otisailus;

theory *04, *re teutstivsty

rOsPonso telodelo the Model lor information

nix4-41 behaviors as response to the < total

Isterpersouil Situation, I t it our

rocee0s$ 40volve the selective and

hypothesis that iststpsreosal transactional

adaptive use of ell four levels and are not

extensions of speech alone. The

trete and to investigate the Is

levels of coneunicittion-in

restricted *soh end todino

research method has been designed

Our
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four level; of cominunicatS.on which are postulated in this research

thud arms Biochemical, Motor Movement, Speech, and TeChnOlogy Thus four

iarlin at* subdivided into eight categories as deflued below:

auglacItas vgatuomatt

LEVEL "*. Biochemical

A. ,Affect

Any observable action that is autonomic and/or

directed toward the self, such ,act tears flowing; crying; sneeming; frowning;

smiling; laughing; blinking eyes; tic movements; rubbing hands or fingers over

parts of one's own body; raising, lowering or fluttering eyelids; moistening

lips; wip*Og eyes; blowing nose;, rapid breathing, at cetera.

is goidy Contact

Defined as all touching, with any part of the

subject's body, any part of ,the other subject's body. Here the criteria of

totchislil smomentarY or a continuous touching. Thus, one subject may touch

the other's hand and ,thia le recorded. Then the subject's fingers or hand may

cocntinue.touChing the other subject's hand, arm, face, or other part of the

body, and this is recorded once in each interval as long as the physical

contact between the two bodies continues. This continuing physical contact is ,

defined psychophysioloSicallY as an adient response' au active transactional

process. On the cot, when en individuel's bands are clasped together

without =Venom* or when legs are dormant in a crossed position this is not an

etteet response or a transaction but an lemohilOi resting position on the part

of the individual, A shift from such a stance is coded behavior in Level /II,

Category Pe

LEVEL 114 Motor Movement

NOtor,

whether momentary o iontinuou

r

t, behavior is defined as any movement,

part of the organism or any of its
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skeletal, muscular parts, such bawl alone; moving the arm alone;

moving the body as a whole as in walking or running; shifting the position of a

part or all of the body; nodding, shaking. turning or tilting the head;

shifting the eyes; shrugging thr, shoulders; kicking * leg; moving the feat or a
foot alone.

Observers are required to 'kecord the observed motor

movsmoit ,st ite onset, whether it stops -immediately lir whether it continues.

'If it Continues Into liwnext interval:it 'lit recorded agein. In other words,

'in each interval observers will record every Motor movement which is observed,

every separate and distinct'imrement or gesture, whether a part of an extremity,

an extremity as a whole, two 1X1.40)re Axtramities, (*Ili* body as a whole. Sub-

categories of motottoovement behaviors are As follewar

E Extremities

/' Any movement ,of. the body extrtuities such as:

waving the arm; pointing with th are;: 'shrugging shoulder's moves:10m ()flags or

feet which do not involve walking; using the extremities r to demonstrate or to
1.1111Str*te. Ittes-

Or: t

Gross movements of the head, including nodding, shaking,

tilting., Also, 'directional shifts of, the eyes.

P. Posture t

shifting weight 5n4 b

Defined as any shift ;'l in ithic position of the torso,

changes Iran sitting, standing', or lying position;

leining-or,:propping

defined, as oral -withoue

humming, whistling, etc.
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Record at .'onset of the sound. If it Continues into succeeding intervals

vitt:Out a break, record once in each interval.

V. Verbal Utterance

Exclamations such as: "Oh," or "Ah;" speaking with

one or Oro wordi; talkineoWer an extended time 'without interruption. Record

at the onset' of veibal 'sound. if die sound stops and is resumed a moment

later in the-same interv4, record it again. If it does not stop during the

Interval in which it 'begazi,but cOntinues without break into the next interval,

record it igsiii

LEVEL:IV. 'TechnOlogy

Technology is defined as the use of any instrument

tiafined in 'tilt immediate culture is a communication tool such as: writing,

reading, drawing, toupboning;Adodingiet cetera. Record at the onset of

the-bitioviot. If 'iiiiadciitiiineti'tiachttolitgical behavior is adopted by the

suWeet'lli 'he'.inimi,iiikerval, 'it:COO again. If the behavior goes on into

succeeding intertals Without interruption, record it once in each interval IA,
which it conttiUee.

Some problenS arise in the coding of behavior when the',behaviorsa

opiatatliki manifests aOvementà which are defined under more 'than one -.level.

to follow here in *041.iiiiiyit.'tord:!in'-the.-itnit'-biotiotially

. advanààd level (biochemical thitingh'tiOhniii0i000i4Orin'intittnided in

which that whith is H.iectilild for the operation in

observed, such

readingwhiló writing, poiutlflg with 1=4 While talking, sidltàg while

cord as ñparatQ acts.

that any functional activity in any pa.c,

However, some parts invariably function
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coordinately in performing some actions, as in speeck (movement of the jaw,

lips, tongue, alteration in breathing). However, speech does not require an

eye to be lowered or the nodding of the head, or the waving of an arm. Such

behaviors ere not a necessary part of the oral utterance operation and thus

are scored, as separate, albeit simultanowe, operations. Thus we observe

multioperational behavior manifested on multiievels.

2. Lhe RogeidaLlattnent

As indicated above, the observational, system recorded behaviors in

eight categories. Observations were recorded on specially constructed instru-

ments. Because observations were made in school situations it was necessary

that the recording instrument be highly portable end durable. The unit of

measure for observed behavior was a 21g-second interval. This interval was

deterilied through previous research with the obiervational system (Buehler

and Bichliond; 1963). The occurrence of behavior in any category was recorded

once dUring each 215-4gieicond interwar:. Thus, for example, if an observer

obserlied prlonged body contact 'between the subject and another individual,

this was recordid..once in ea Ch 2)g-second interval. Likelase, if a person was

engaged In prolonged talking which persisted over a relaitively long interval

of tine, one observation was recorded 'fora each 2k-second interval. The same

Was for prolonii;i4 laughter, ProlOngectitriting, prolonged crying, prolonged

sneezing, or Pramsed tushing.
behaider within anY given category were observed, then.orii:reaording for each.,

type of beheirier; was made in the einiTeitititval. Thus, if during the 21/2-second

interval the subject was Observed-writing and reaaing, two observations were

On the other hand, if two distinct types of

recorded in the technoliogiCallelrel. the same was true if a person was

=sodas' aid' cry s or blushing liughingAutrini the same 'interval.

i`batuiti-operatetl hu'rsor 'was attached to the recording instrument.

This twiner wast to g ver a tone every g1/2 seconds. The Oimerier heard the
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,tonethrouglya small stenographic earpiece attached to one ear. Observations

wererecorded.by,depressing a lever attached to a mechanical counter. Ten such

levers and Atteched MOMS were attached to the recording Instrument. Eight

of the levers were used to -recont behaviors in each of the eight categories.

A ninth :counter was wed:to rocord the number of 21/2second intervals included

in the observation ants was .depreseed by the observer each time the busier

sounded.: A. further ,check, was made by keeping an ..accurate- record of the total

number. olminutes..observed. l'hispermitted the observer to crow -check his

length of observationpermitted accurate recording of observational time.

A .drawIng of the ,',instrument is included. in Appendix A, as are

specifications for: the ,compOnents useCtO build '. the lustrument.

COMUNITT SETTING IN MICR THE OBSERVATIONS WERE CONDUCTED

The subjects were students enrolled in the public schools and the private

nonprofit kindergartens in Springfield, Oregon. The community Is located in

the upper Willamette River Valley near the University of Oregon in Eugene.

Economically, the community ie dominated by the lumber Industry and more

specifically by the presence of two large lirsber mills located in the
: . . .

community. The city has a population of approximately 15,000 inhabitants. For

the most part it is not seen as a suburb of the larger city of Eugene.
. ---;

Rather, it is a city in which most of the population is employed locally. The

population of Springfield is _probably typical of committee of similar size in
the lumber regions of the Pacific Northwest. The working force in the lumber

industry is quits mobile and it was noted during. the selection of the student

sample that many of the students who were enrolled in the public schools had
e

attended several schools prior to -the one in which they were currently enrolled.

The population le predominantly caucasian and therefore.contains no large
.2:: ' "°-

segment of any raCial telnority-.group. The public school s3retem has one senior

high School,....two 30401 high schools, end eight. elementary schools.
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DOSJCCTS'

The Swig,' Vas seleeted so that it' .mod Cover they" age range normally

Preeiettt'in eat scheoll. ":Tweitysoflie 23. girls in each of

the. folloling tie eiOupa ware iratiiitliv iteleited far the Study: ages 5, 7, 9,

14'11, 15 Atilt nubjecti"it age -levels l'through 17 were enrolled in

l eubjaitti i i the' fiiingisesivola simple were carolled in

Ortintely operated, nOnpridit iiinditigatens' in Springfield.

At each' age, leVel'eubjects-trikre- solibeted 'Whoa.' birth dates were between

Ante 15 eild:Detembee15; ThUi4 the five4eyearaold sample included all those

who beCiii' five?' and Of itine'lbettccenJuns 15 and December 15 of 1964.

Thi', opt Waal 'for, the'', Other.' age Samples:: The selection, process was

adcomilikihet bif, identifying' the' toter, neither that' met the selection criteria

iermii-tf age, iiiperstiitg 'the': subjects by sex; alphabetising the names, and

through the use of a table of random' tiuMbeirs, selecting 25 male and 25 female

subjects for each agelavOL'''1410;Aittaispt! Wei made- to stratify the sample in

terms of academic, achievement, 'seholastic aptitude or any other variable. Only

caucasian subjects were selected( for observation.

Initial attempts iere made to limit theiimbjects to those who had all of

their educational experience in the Springfield school system. This was not

possible, howeve*, berme of the; apparent high nobility characteristic of

the population. The ,finit.samii141,, thereforeincluded, only subjects who had

spent all or the majority of their school years in the Springfield system.

In studies of this type there tends to some loss of subSects and such
tortO

1414

was the Ole, in this study. "This-Will;',hccittentioned-nore-fully in-the next

section Of-this- chapter.. Loss of data. occurred. wham subjects moved out of the
v'M *AA

echool.syatem, :after they,were,,-iniiiallr. observed in the classroom and before

they were -observed-.14-:...thenonexusreowsituation., Also there is a certain

mount of Voluntary perticipation;:in the nenciaseroost situation for the 15
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and 17 year oi,d subjects. The lower age groups in the sample have their lunch

in the school dininvroom where their interpersonal communication behavior was

observed. However, the 15 and 17-year old.students took their lunches in a

variety of situations in or out of the school. Consequently some of the

17-year-old subjects who were accustomed to having their lunch way from the

school resisted bringing a, lunch and being observed in the arranged informal

lunch situation. Thus, 30 of the subjects in the 17-year age cohort were

obslorved'in classroom settings but nonclassroom observations were obtained for

only 34 of these subjects; that Is, 17 boys and 17 girls.

The distribution of subjects within each age cohort from whom data were

obtained Is shown below in Table 1. While 50 subjects in each of the seven

age cohorts were selected, observation could not be obtained on a total

of 40, leaving a final sample of 310.

Table 1

Distribution of Subjects by Age and Sex

OBSERVATION SITUATION

Tvo social situatione in the 'school were selected as situations in which

to obtain data on the differential use of interpersonal cone UlliCati011 behavior

among

situ*

I ran. One was a classroom situation and the other was a lunch time
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1. Classroom §V..,,i,zttj...on

Students' interpersonal communication behavior in the classroom was

observed during the initial part of the class sessions, during the morning

hours. Efforts were made at the beginning of the study to observe the subjects

in the classroom before the teacher would formally begin the scheduled activity.

The intention was to obtain a sample of a subject's behavior in a relatively

more "free" situation and to compare this behavior with the subject's behavior

after the situation was shifted toward the conduct of the class activities.

The amount and direction of behavioral shift resulting from the situational

shift would have added to the data on the adaptation of interpersonal communi-

cation in environmental demands. However, the students' time of arrival at the

classroom varied so greatly, with many subjects entering the classroom only a

moment before the class session commenced, that it was impossible to obtain

precise* session observations of more than a very few subjects. Consequently

this observation situation was omitted and observer3 focused only upon

subjects' behavior after the class session began.

Observers sat quietly on one side of the classroom where they could

observe as much of the total figure of the subject as possible. Every effort

was made to "see" all the subject's behavior in as unobtrusive a manner as

possible. If the subject showed obvious awareness of being observed the

observer would shift his attention elsewhere for a moment. During the initial

weeks of data collection one of the authors made frequent observations of the

Observers and, at the conclusion of the day's observations, held a critique

session with all observers to reinforce the kind of quiet, uninvolved, overtly

nonresponding behavior required of observers. Also, these critique sessions

provided an opportunity for observers to refine the operational definitions of

behavior under each of the four primary levels and their eight categories.
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Each subject was observed for anis:bum of ten minutes. Subject's inter*.

personal transactions with peers were recorded. Since these transactions

normally involved different peers only the target subject's behavior was

recorded. This is not an intrinsic limitation in the observational system.

Buehler and Richmond (1963) found that in dyadic situations an observer can

record the behavioral response of each subject. The method does make it

possible to measure the congruence in communication behavior on the part of

two persons but, in the interests of an orderly progression of empirical data,

the investigation of congruence phenomena represents a more advanced study.

2. NancleseroomMakm

The daily progran of each school in the sample was reviewed for the

purpose of ascertaining whether a situation outside the classroom could be

found where the behavioral parameters were relatively constant regardless of

the age of the student. The noon lunch situation appeared to approximate this

criteria. Furthermore, eating together is a universal social situation in

which the occurrence of interpersonal communicay.on approximates a universal

norm. In spite of the apparent fact that the presence of different teachers

in the lunch rooms imposed different restrictions on student behavior,

nevertheless students in all age cohorts were permitted to talc, move about,

and communicate more freely than the classroom allowed. Consequently, the

lunch period wee used as the second observation situation for ell subjects.

The initial observation of each subject wee done in the classroom

and within a few days the same subject was observed for at least ten minutes

while eating lunch with his peers. For the subjects in age range 7 through 11

Observations were done in the school lunch room where lunch was served,

cafeteria style on a grade schedule. The 5yearmold sample ate in the

kindergarten room. Many of the 15 and particularly the 17-year-old subjects

their lunch in a variety of situations other than the school lunch room.
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These sub, e e were asked to bring their lunch and get t ther in small
groups, where the could be observed. (They ree ene.ouraged to bring a friend
or two along, which all but a few did. This insured that they had 101110110 they

knew, with whom to transact.) Some declined the invitation and consequently
for these the date show only their communication behavior in classrooms.

Roth situations in which observations were dons were in the school
and were either directly (by teacher's behavioral controls) or indirectly
(by previous learning) shaped by the culture of the school. Consequently, no
claim can be made that the data represents interpersonal communication
behavior in a "natural" situation. The fact of the utter is that the
authors question seriously the validity of the assumption that is repeated
often in research literature; the assumption that nonleboratory situations are
"natural" situations. Some form of structure (or set of independent variables)
is always present in a living situation, and every part of the school environ-
ment reflects the norms and expectations which are unique to the school as a
social system.

MINING THE OBSERVERS

1. tiale/....1141et

Observers were trained during first six werers of the project.
The first phase of training consisted of two weeks during which the observers
became acquainted with the observational system and theoretical frame of
reference out of which the observational system wars derived. Much of this
time was devoted to reading and discussing research literature pertinent to
common cation as defined in this study. While this as not always be necessary

t was important in this study because
anced graduate students at the University of

employment as observers (Research Asoistents) vas * part of

in the training of qualified observers
all of the

Oregon and

their research training experience.
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As a part of this orientation period the observers memorised the

categories within the observation system and the operational definitions of

behavior included in each category. Once they had committed the system to

memory they began io practice with the recording instrument.

The initial training on the recording instrument was very similar to

initial stages In teaching-the use of the typewriter. The trainer would call

out at random the various categories included in the observation system and

the trainees were required to depress the appropriate lever on the recording

instrument. When they learned to depress the appropriate lover without error,

the trainer began to call various behaviors within each category and the

trainee would *gain respond by depressing the appropriate lever. The

criterion for this motor behavior was perfect performance.

As soon as the observers achieved the motor performance necessary for

e lable observations they began to observe actual interpersonal communication

renetctions between two orators individuals. They did this initially without

using the recording instrument. Thee purpose of this particular step in the

training process was to sensitise the observers to the wide range of behaviors

that take place during interpersonal transactional episodes. When the trainer

was satisfied that the observer "sae" all observable behavior, the observers

went to the schoolarin which the stud/ was conducted to informally observe the

communication behavior of subjects at the various ages included in this study.

During these observation,' experiences the trainees were instructed to look at

all observable behavior in terms of the categories represented in the system

and to classify all behavior within the system. Instances in which observers

were unable to assign an observed act to any one of the categories became

subject for group discussion and analysis.

Thie eemiitisation phase in the training of observers is BIM as
Titled. 'The mechanics of operating the May Panels simply involves motor
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practice0 Row ever, observers invariably require training in seeing behavior."

There are for *sample, some persons who are sensitive to many more behavioral

cues than other persons. Some persons are sensitive to one class of behavior

Included in the observation system utilized in this study and tend to be drawn

to this and thus miss other classesi of behavior. Some observers habitually

watch the ayes of the person with whom they are interacting; others meta the

face; others attend mainly' to the words which may be spoken. It was

interesting to note in the pilot study in which the reliability of observations

with this method wee established (Buehler and Richmond, 1963), that

proeesionally'traineit Observers such as psychologists and psychiatrists tended

to attend mainly to verbal utterance (Category VII, Level /II) while

psychiatric aides who Were responsible for the day- by*day behavior of patients

recorded a Much greater volume of behavior on the biochemical and motor

movement levels. These habitual perceptual tendencies on the part of observers

have to be modified, else the data is skewed in the direction of one or more

levels. Consequently, deteiled attention was given during training sessions to

reduce selective perception and to Increase the span of perception on the part

of the observers.

Initial practice in recording observations was done by having two of

the four observirs Obierve the other two in informal transactions with both

Observers recording one of the observed's behavior. Omissions in recording;

differences in categorising; problems of unitising, timing and focusing on the

auhltotte ongoing movements were identified and correct observer behavior was

reinforce The trainer conducted repeatd group sessions with the observers

to develop consieue as to criteria or observer performance. During this

o s rvera practiced informally on each other and in a variety of

social situltions Ithere'Ver they could oboe WO or more persons in inter-

iCittion. final pies* of raining included the observation
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of Children in thf clasiiitsmiwandnorcluisioOmsistreisge in which to dta was to

be collected. The *loots for these practice Obiervetioni Wire age-mates to

than who ware in the selected sample. At least two Observers observed the

esme eub$sitt simultaneously for short periods of time after which they compared

their recorded obeervatiOns. noted discrepancies and refined their perceptions

of baboxilor

During this final Oise of tuftii g. great emphasis was placed upon

the observers remaining uninvolved in whatever activity took place. This point

needed, and probably always in any behavioral observation study needs, repeated

emphasis. The moment on observer becomes involved in the events which he is

observing, his observations become selective and his own responses influence

the behavior of the assived. Observers' only overt response to the objective

events should be finger movement; i.e. recording what they see.

2. int," Reliabilit

The problem of interobserver reliability and the validity of recorded

data hosIlagued the area of psychological and educational measurement histori-

Amally. The problem is compounded by the multifarious frames of reference,

implicit and explicit assumptions and instrumental purposes of the many

observational systems on the market. The present authors readily admit to

some strong bias in this area which has influenced the design of the research

methodology utilised in this study.

The bias is toward a rigorously disciplined observance and recording

of, observable behavior without Imputing anything to that behavior. Thiess,

appear naive and primitive,in vies of the plentitude of instruments made up of

item Playing renatity variables, Instrumental variables, and other

variarnis whose behavioral groundings, theoretical relevance and predictive

sffi4encY 04*0ften vague to say the least. One illustration of the latter

may ,this po a "Classram Observation Cade Digest" (Cornell,



Liadevall and Soup*, 1952) is included the followIng item "Received criticisut

well." We seriously doubt whether .* panel of the roost sophisticated educators

ohliorcliniciame-coti14'41*ply observe ,..* persait bi4ng criticized and make -"a

valid :judgment .ims.:to,how."well" or .."unwell ."-the subject- '"recelved".,the--

criticism.- In other wOrds "received'! is not a'beholvior observable., nor is

'These words:require-* '.clinical ,judgment on the pert of the observer

and such ,judgments. are :notoriottely subject to the intra... and .intimr-subject

vagaries of the harm Judgiontel -process.'

On the other band, an its such ms !body contact" (Category B,

Level .I) requires :only tht an observer sot itha subject touch another person,

with any part of esch.person's body, and press .a 'laver labeled "body contact."

such a ,:recording bee face .:validity.'.,.',Interobserver:reliability. 'simply 'involves

training in "seeing" and in -toOt.or .movement -of,the finger, not in two observers

sharing the same clInical, instrues tel or personalistic judgmental process.

Our justification for this radical empirical approach lies in the -,

simple fact noted by Gage (1963) Bruner (1966) and luny others, that education
today lacks an empirically validated theory of human behavior. It is assumed
that the origins of 4 theory of behavior are imbedded .in behavioral data rather
than in a catalog of subjective interpretations of behavior.

In spite of the elimination from the categorical system of all
judgments concern intent, jurp or effects. some 'real problems of
interobserver sweeten* persisted in this study. The Central task in achieving
agreement was to eitablish IntraobserVer control over his own behavior to

reduce intreibserver varishility. The second teak Was to utilize statistical
controls for observer error.

Thioriticsl spree:hos to',the litatisticatcontrol of observer error
differ. Medley and MitasU (1963) tend to ouch, iyfoliO4401:'Ijir including

in their imelysee (usually sic. of varian a :control for observer
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infloii0414 ,44% enelysioof vsXience .accomplished by including a-main effect

for: observor Anii.thereiore .10oleting thei source of variation when looking at

Pther'10011v,effects, Other ,writers, Schiledki, Beaird, and Simons (1964)

attt, o, :m1nI4Ze or control observer error by-provtding ;riddance that the

observers are 4130 obtaining,the,ssme. or .essentially the same information to

0744011/0ed, siitAll,teneous. observation of subjects. Ieither approach is fully

satisfectory, .0ther #vesti,satore have, used anaysis of variance to account

ferAr',:to,isolate interobserver variation. On the other hand, attempts to

present evidence .that,s11 observers. ere ,obselvias the same events in essen-

tially the same way ere often ;Less thin. eatisfactow.

These attempts often,rely upon measures of interobserver reliability

ititorOOrrelation 44,tween observers; e.g., per cent of error scores

between pairs of ocores or ,(11.404orit 1960) use of a chi-square technique

and stbe resulting statistic; pi* ,Intercorrelations between observers over

cattalo:mitts anobservational system result in spuriously high evidence of

interdbserver relliebility simply because of the nature of the observational

System. Per cent of agreement scores between pairs of observers are not always

appliaiSle to a given ObserVitiOnat system and the sane is true for the pi

technique used ders.

While the investigator has many alternative avenues open to him, his

choice of the lippropriate way to describe ,intiobserver reliability or to
account for ineirerobseiiii W in the context of the

',
.

141/1 t Ott.i,11) '0 aqh teo e alternative that perhaps is more appro..

PliPlortuel,,,,,c4bservatioonal data which

permttri hi ta reader to determine for himself the enent of the reliability of
_the' oblei:14#404.

,Obse

of the afirv410214, alate#1,,itee#4_

above au, encountered in this study.
ded to reapond to one or more daises of behavior at the
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expense of other classes. Furtherithe.Obeeriers apparently attempted to

compensate, for such attraction at various stages during an observational

setting. 1With obiervitimial'iriten used this'study it was apparent

that interobserver reliability was perfect within those categories where the

freiiincy of the behavior was low. On the other hand when the frequency within

a given category increased the interobserver agreement decreased. In other

words, the rapidity of movement to be observed affects the reliability of

observations.

Correlational data in this study indicates high agreement between

observers. However the obserliations in general were found to be of sufficient

variability to indidate that Whenever possible this source of error be

controlled through statistical treatment of the data. Therefore, it will be

noted. in the following chapter, when analysis of variance techniques are

utilized these analyses includemain effects for different observers,

whenever possible.

ONPOTHESES

Thm hypotheses, as stated in the study proposal, were as follows:

1. "Normative data on the interpersonal transaction behavior of
children end adolescents in terms of four primary categories,
which are postulated 48 levels of communication, can be obtained.

Och iesl and motor movement levels of interpersonal
cmominication normally associated wt the prez.aseh stle of

Children 40#115,1100 throughout Ohl:Lama and adolescence,

UtiliSet on of the levels of COnmnoicatioa varies systematically
with chronological age,

significant differences between sexes in the utilisa-
levels of conutonitationi,

ZIOT1.6 vele 0
4t11

lectua

cornumicAl.t.ton d9es not , correlate with
measured hr. existing school records
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cllApTER Liv 4,.

RESULTS

Interpersonal communication was defined in this study as all observable
Q4iW.:4

behavior occurring in interpersonal- situations.. The study was designed primarily

to provide normative data relative to childrens' differential use of such
:!,:-,,,..,,

.
.

behavior. In the project proposal (1964) it was stated that: "The speaking,wyo,w,

reading and writing behavior of children have received considerable research

and .professional-attention,:but communication behaviors which do not involve
5!

speech or written symbols have received comparatively little attention. 'There

are no standardized measurement techniques or norms for -communication behavior

not involving speech or written symbols, (spite the widespread recognition of

the 'personal educational significance of this behavior." This project has
:: ,

focused upon this gap in empirical data on communication behavior.
,

.
, .4

- Before norms-can:be approximated, the capabilities of anorm producing

instrument must be estColished. The instrument must identify and measure

hypothesized differentials in the phenomena being normalized. Consequently,
V`.

`
, .,.;. ,

,

the initial step in data analysis was to test the hypothesized differentials in
Is

4.4

the subjects' observed interpersonal communication, behavior as obtained by the
.

use of the/nterpersonalCommunication Behavior Analysis Method,-(/CBAN).

Interpersonal communication behavior was depicted in terms of levels,
,

toe., Biochemical, Motor Movement, Speech and Technological. Within each level
,

one or more categories of behavior were identified. The classification system",,, , 4 i , t

Under:Willa-the. 404 Werelitganized:-.1s'aummarizeCin Table 2 below.-

, Table, 2.:

Classification System

Categories 1. Affect

Itt Tech-

1482:.1
Tech-

noloWri

dIs `4, r'!,..f,212,L-'2.L.L,6 '""1_11-LtV, , IsS ,
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edure analysis of the to with re t,t to the

following indopen vnriabi

project design also =Mod other characteristics; e.g. achievement level

and mental ability, be random dietributed within the sample age cohorts

and correlated with observed behavior.

Before presenting the data a further comment regarding the classification

system is necessary. The four primary levels of communication which were

postulated were divided into a varying number of categories as presented above.

If it were assumed that each of the eight categories represents one-eighth of

the universe of observable communication behavior, this summation of categories

under levels and conversion of level sums into ratios of total behavior would

present acute statistical problems. However, such an assumption is not

warranted. The essential purpose of the categories is to facilitate the

identification and observation of behavior in each level. The levels and

their categories are discreet and no assumptions regarding quantitative

equality in the phenomenological field are necessary or warranted at this

time. In the universe of observable behavior on one level, such as Level IV

(Technological) there may be many more classes of communication behavior than

in the three categoviam under: Laval II (Motor PvoMent). Hotiever, for obser-

vational purposes in this study a breakdown of Level IV into more than one

category was unnecessary. Thus it is quite possible that a subject may use

different communication tools several times in one 2h-second interval and

achieve a higher score under Level IV (or Category 8) than in the combined

categories in any one of the other three levels. Moreover, the essential

question asked of the obtained data for hypothesis testing purposes was, "What

is the distribution of the subject:to observed communication behavior among the

four levels and their eight categories?" No assumption regarding a normal

distribution (e.g., 25 in each level) is warranted by the rationale underlying

this study as stated in Chapter II.

Cl) (2) sex, and (3) Situation. The

t".*7 .7-7717771r7"-"" 77771-1-77,
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A. The Ue mttat,..L.y.l.rjalas

The dependent variable.was observations of the various co mmunication

behavior utilized by the subjects. Choice of the manner in which tke depen-

dent variable Is presented Is dependent upon questions which are asked of the

data. The range of choices available in this study was large and for this

reason the dependent variable was depicted in more than one way.

Three depictions of the dependent variable were utilised. The first was

in terms of ratios of observed frequencies in any category or level to the

total frequency of all recorded behaviors. The depiction of the dependent

variable in this manner permitted interpretation of the behavior in terms of

its relative frequency. Thus it was possible to indicate what proportion of

a person's total communication is speach motor movement, etc. This was the

major depiction of the dependent vgriables used.

To determine differences in use of interpersonal communication behavior

attributable to independent variables (age, sex, situation) and in the

behaviors themselves;:, the analysis of variance design shown in Table 3 was

employed. The design was totally crossed,

Table 3

Analysis of Variance Design Used in the Study

Source of Variation

Main Effects: Interactions:

1. Age (A) 5. A z S
2. Sex (S) 6. A x St
3. Situation (St) 7. A x B
4. Behavior 8. SxSt

9, S x B
10. St x B
11. AxSxSt
12. AzSxB

Within 13. A x St x B
Total 14. 5 St x B

15. AxS x St z B
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Ilse of ratio scores in this dssig tad the gaining of information

only for ma ts of age, and behavior d intim ions between these

variable *. Iv, ocs relative to aifferences in situations could not be

obtained by ret Ao score* since the sum scores for each owe was unity and

since the design was matched thee,' and ex for each situation was equal to N,

the number of cases observed and the resulting mean square (variance) eor

situations was zero.

The third depiction of the dependent variables was in term of frequency

of observed behavior per unit of time was ae satisfactory procedure but

did not, 'Without further manipulation, re aA anything about relative use of

behavior.

B. 1101.91.141LIENZOtttl

The initial questions put to the data pertain to the hypotheses which were

stated EnChapter III, Page 38. These hypotheses and their relevant data are

as follows:

1. "Normative data on the interpersonal transaction behavior
of children and adolescents in terms of four primary cate-
gories, which are postulated as levels of communication, can
be obtainmd."

This hypothesis pertains to the feasibility of the research methodology

for identifying and measuring the interpersonal communication behavior of the

sample subjects in the sample interpersonal situations. In part at least this

hypothesis cannot be "proven" because it rests upon the validity of the

assumptions from which the definition of communication has been generated.

This, of course, is true of any raeuring device. The criteria for evaluating

measuring device are (1) its capability for identifying and quantifying

differences among phenomena and (2) the usefulness of the obtained measures in

answering pertinent .quastions an resolving meaningful prob lems. Consequently,

the term "proof" for this type of hypothesis is a misnomer; the important

queition is !bather the 'device (Ohio* in this cage is a system for olasoifying
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to ide y

o does it identify and ure what it purports

asu * and do the obtaired data yield inferences that are

ed? The phenomenological context of this

in, this frame of reference, is equated

summarised in Table 4 and Figure 1 below

germane to the pWinonaa

study was observable behavior

*Nth communicntion. The base dat

show the distribution of communication among the four primary levels which are

postulated.

Table 4

Relative sq cy of Use of FOur ComOunicati vels
For Boys, Girls, and Combined Sexes for'All Situa tions

Relative n
COmbined
Sex

Boys Girls

Biochemical .225 .224 .223
Motor MOImmen .593 .600 .582
Speech .071 .065 .077
Technological .1111 .111 .118

Total 1.000 1,000 1.000

.7

.44

0.50

44

itotOr '14o Technological

Of Eadh Communication Level for l All
ion Situations af.



*nays of var ian of hese data are shown in Table 5.

*

Table 5

VA ak in Ratio of Acts pei Level

45

Source OF Sum Squares MeatOquares Ratio

Sex 1. 18.420000 18.420000 .201
Age .6 1233.690000 205.615000 2.247
Level

, 3. 430368.500000 143456.160000 1567.952***
Sex x Age 6. 837.460000 139.576660 1.525
Sex x Level 3. *241.180600 4 80.393333 .878
Age x Level 18: 9273.310000 515.183880 5.630**
Sex x Age x Level 18. 1213.440000 67.413333 .736
Error 2112. 193232.500000 91.492660

Total 2167. 636418.500000

* P.4 .05
** ch. 4 .01

p. .001

A similar analysis of variance was completed with the eight categories

of communication. The summary of this analysis is shown in Table 5.

Table 6

Vsr*ance in Ratio of Acts per Category

Source Sum Squares Mean Squares Ratio

Sex ,

9.210000 9.210000 .284Age 6. 616.850000 102.808330 3.177**Level 7. 167115.410000 23873.630000. 737.967***Sex x Age 6. 418.710000 69.785000 2.157*Sex x Category 7. J 157.740000 22.534285 .696Age x Category 42. 5953.080000 141.740000 4.381**Sex x Age x Category 42. 1660.590000 39.537857 1.222Error 4224. 136648.500000 32.350497

TOW 1

4335» 312580.000000

rho 4 oq
** p. 4 41

*** p. 4 .001



Tables 5 and 6 ova indicate that t are significant dif erencas in

istribution of interpersonal c unication behavior between the four

and eight categories which were postulated. Also, the correlation

between age and differentia :I. use of the four levels and eight categories of

communication is significant at the p. 4 .01 love1.1

2. "The biochemical and motor movement levels of interpersonal
ommunication normally associated with the pre-speech age of
children continua throughout childhood and adolescence."

The data summarised in Table 4 and Figure 1 above, which pertain to the

use of the four primary levels of communication, support this hypothesis.

Table 7 and Figure 2 below pertaining to the eight categories of communication

behavior present a more detailed breakdown which further supports the

hypothesis.

NMI

Table 7

Relative Frequency of Use of the Eight Categories
of Communication For All Ages For Bot' Situations

Mean Relative Fre,uen
Combined Sex B s

Affect
Body Contact

Utrewitiots
Read
Pootur4 Shift.

Oral Utterance
Verb*l Utterance

Technological

TOtal

.217 .217

.008 .007

0211 .217
.262 .263
.119 .120

.001 .001.

.070 .064

.110

.999 .999

Girls

.217

.006

.203

.264

.115

.001

.076

.118

1.000

n t

j(Rtotl4
, WO ofthe al "cone St Me a nada to re oar to the
rAt($040Pendent variables.

tmerriagmulommplurnrimmi
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Affect Body
Contact

Extra%
ities

Head Postural Oral Verbal Techno-
Shifts Utterance Form logical

Figure 2. Relative Frequency of Use of Each Communication Category For AllAges For Both Observation Situations.

These data indicate that the vast Majority (822) of.all interpersonal

coMnonication behavior *tong students ih.the. sample did not involve verbal

symbols 1.e.neither.apeethilor the tothoOlogical extension of speech. Of the

nonverbal behavior, motor movement constituted the most frequently used level

(59% of all observed communication acts). The minor use of speech and its

technological extensions (17X) in the school, situations is graphic evidence

that nonverbal communicati.

beha
jt ii

0 8 r 8 60C

continue 463 m or levels of c Atilt t ration

and its technolo idea to stone are earned., 9 ,

A rink order arrangement of the data Preeented in Table 7 seta to
4f f0 1 '1thi relative use of the eight communication categories on the part of



Tab3.e 7

Rank Crdor Fren ciee of Communication Categories

1. Movements of Ilead
2. Affect

3. Movement of Vstremities
4. Postural Shifts
Se Technological
6. Verbal Utterance

7, 3041 Outset
S. Oral Utterance

26022
21072
21.12
11.92

1101%
7.0%
.8%
.12

48.

The above distribution serves further to illuminate the fact that non

verbal communication transactions did not drop out after speech was learned.

Rather, they were occurring in classroom situations on a continuous basis

regardless of the age of the class, the subject content of the course, or the

instructional teChnology utilised, by the teacher. In other words, nonverbal

communication transactions were continuous throughout the sample and withipAhe

total social system in the school.

The significance of these data is, of course, dependent upon relevant

aseumptions such as the natuie of communication, the role of communication in

the learning pro4ss, the i4e of interpersonal transactions in the teaching

and learning proceiis, and the sehool4s objectives regarding the total learning

proceie for children. If the assumption* underlying thii study are tenable,

the implications ot't6se data for ediicationalisehim;logy are iar reaching,

indied. If es thin cantrry. lerning is //Sinned' to take place through the use

of only speedh And its tec hnological exiensions, and note through.the use' of

Is I and II tiavior, the nonverbal behivior of students ca be ignored

except, when they'Interfere with the IndiVidual studenei preoccupation with

the lean rig '0 rreroal symbol.« It 'should be noted, boweeVer, that such a .

dotty 'th+ Of all Current empirical datadefinition of learning

indicating interPCSOn. transact nal ptodesses ±on all four level° of
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CorizzOniceitiOn'40 inflOenci.the'4cqUisitiOn of the traditionally defined

prOdUeteoflearning; e684:, knowledge'', skill,: attitudsi.hebits0: and values.

of lovels:otcommuatcation varies systemati
with chronOlogical age."

In the rationale underlying this study the term "level" of communication

implies differentials in accumulative complexity of communication behavior

associated with blosocial developmental processes. "The postulated levels can

be used as a basis for setting up a categorical system under which the observed

interpersonal communication behavior of a person may be sUbsumad. Such a

categorical system makes it possible to observe and analyze systematically

the communication development process, as well as the present individual's

communication behavior" (Buehler and Richmond, 1965, Page 209). These postu-

lates were the.basis of Hypothesis No. 3 above.

Taken%literally,-, this.'hypothesis could be interpreted as implying a

develepeint Ottamiunication, behavior in terms of some self-actional variables,

independent of the secial'cultural systems in which the organism has been

'iMplaittect since birth. No such implicatiotus, tr owever, are. warranted. At the

risk: of:\ repetitiveness or appearing-to hedge on our data, it needs to be stated

egiiiithatthe observed behtiVior, occurred in the social system of the school.

Consequently, the' data vieUld appear to. represent those b*osocial behaviors

which have' 'either iaurvived or; have beeiv.acquired within the social cultural

contett.Of the 'Subject's' life end occur' as the subject's communication adap-

tation to''thei bistisidiate' social system,Of the' 'school. The term "biosocial"

lmplttIaH that behavior emergeor and .',I0 controlled within and among biosociel

Oetetes, esis 0,', the .fandly the school, the vocational :group, etc. Effort was

made in the design of the study to control for social cultural 'background of

theeittbjettiol,'J f Charter Uri Paragraphis:. and above),.. Thue' the data may
be seen ac 'iltlietentititl the inbjects1L,lionaunication behavioral potentials as

weal spotlit of the school. z Whether, the primary
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adaptatiOn factor IS the' stadeitt'S*adaptatiOn to the social systent of the

school or the social LsYstim of the school adapting itself to the bioaocially

given behaVior of the student is partially 'ansifered in terms of the former by

the data which shows significant differences in the sUbjects' classroom as

compared to ncuclassroom behavior (c.f. Hypothesis 7 below).

Ohm the Correlation betlieit Mt and use 'Of the levels of

Communication for all subjects in all observational situations was tested by

the analysis of 'variance technique, the 'correlation was found to be signifi-

cant at the p. < .01 level (c f. Table 4 above). When the same analysis was

ma40,,for 4gefr aud,4teacjiin, the correlation was significant at the same

.(c. E. Table 5 above) Thus the data tends. strongly to support the

hypothesized correlation with reference to age and level of communication.

40 :"The Ve ate,sigotficant differences between sexes in the
utilization of leirels'of communication."

The coUbined, data for all subjects in both observation situations do not

show a significant differente between sexes in the use of the four communica-

tion levels and their eight categories. When a more refined analysis of data

was liadi (c.f. Table 9, Page S4), iii'differences become more visable, i.e. at
. different' iee, the ilo'sixei mike efferent communication adaptations.

S. 'Utilization of leVels of communication does. not correlate
t4t11A4t014ectwil. ability, as peasured by existing school
rieOide

'A ibis was not feasible Within the limits of this

Ole ichotilrecoids on individual student's

uental ability weie oot'sumiattied in a olanner'Which would permit comparative

aha ys se m y ustandes a student's test record would show an above

aveie X.Q. 8CCà On-aU indtiidualtifit Otte o WAIS) and average or lower

OnOr"UOre graUp: teats.' 'là addition to the variety of in trumonts

whiati were used Thealtere'mental vability of an individual
etudàt ,V")''Or-grOups of students, the controls utilised by the schools in
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administering and scoring teats were not. standardized. Consequently there

were so many questione concerning the reliability of the existing records that

it was considered improper to use these records to test hypothesis.

Considetation was given to obtaining mental ability measures as a part of

the research, but this would have involved time and expense which was pro-

hibitive within the boundaries of the study. Consequently, the hypothesis was

not tested.

6. "Utilization o: of communication correlates with
academic achievement."

This hypothesis, like Hypothesis No. 5 above, was not tested for the

reason that the school, records on achievement did not provide a uniform basis

for comparative analysis. Achievement tests to obtain data for this study

were not, possible within the time and budgetary limits of this study, conse-,

*lentil the hypothesis was not tested.

7. "The utilization of communication behavior OA Levels I and II
'tends to be less frequent in formal educational situations
(task oriented clans situations) than in informal situations."

The design of the study provided a test of this hypothesis by comparing

the situational affects upon interpersonal communication behavior. The

subjects° communication behavior in the less teacher-controlled lundhroom

situation may be seen as approximating their tore "natural" interpersonal

communication behavior, while classroom behavior under more formal instruction

controls represents a'greater adaptation of behaVioto to' external demands.

In this sense, communication behavior in the formal class situation constitutes

the experiment el data, and communication behavior in the less formal lunchroom

constitutes the control data.

Figures 3 and fit summarize the overall differences between nAclassroom

and classroom betutvior. The major. differences are represented by a decrease

in motor movement end a, very marked increase in the use of technology in the

Class situation,
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Relative Frequency of Use of Eight Communication Categories by
Both Sexes and All Ages in Class:rocs and Ronclassroom Situations.

The significance of the differential effects of the two situations

is revealed in the analysis of variance of friquency per minute scores for

the four primary levels and the eight categories of cosaumication. Summaries

of-these analyses are shown in Tables 9 and 10.2

24nalyses presented in Tables 9 and 10 were completed utilising
techniques outlined by Green and Tukey (1960).
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ANOVA for Frequency Per Minute Scores for Four Communication Levels

Source of
Variation DF

Mean
Square

.

Dismidnetor
an usre

Denominator
D

Sex (8) 1 46.87 145.43 3.3 <1
Age (A) 5 141.87 404.20 5 <1
Observation (0) 1 6503.99 404.20 5 16.09*
Level (L) 3 133174.03 17639.16 3.2 7.55
SA 5 141.63 64.35 5 2.20
SO 1 68.15 64.35 5 1.06
SL 3 88.36 26.73 1.9 3.31
AO 5 404.20 62.64 1952 6.45**
AL 15 574.84 85.72 15 6.71**
OL 3 17150.14 85.72 15 200.07**
SAO 5 64.35 62.64 1952 1.03
SAL 15 70.40 65.34 15 1.08
SOL 3 21.67 65.34 15 1
AOL 15 85.72 62.64 1 1952 1.37

.

SAOL 15 65.34 62.64 1952 1.04
Within 1952 i 62.64

Total 2047

* p. < .05
** p. < .01

Table 10

ANOVA for Frequency Per Minute Scores of Right Categories
of Communication Behavior

Source of
Variation Di

Denominator
Mean S uare

Denominator
DF

Sex (S) 1 23.44 72.71 1.9 < 1

Age (A) 5 70.94 202.10 5 4 1
Observation (0) 1 3251.99 202.10 5 16.09*
Category (C) 7 22458.16 4890.21 7.3 4.59*
SA 5 70.81 32.18 5 2.20
80 1 34.08 32.18 5 1.06
Sc 7 22.28 22.50 5.6 1
AO 5 202.10 23.28 3904 8.68**
AC 35 157.31 54.12 35 2.91**
OC 7 4787.02 54.12 35 88.45**
SAO 5 32.18 23.28 3904 1.38
SAC 35 41.06 21.97 35 1.87*
gOC 7 3.41 21.97 35 1
AC* 35 54.12 23.28 3904 2.32**
SAW 35 21.97 23.28 3904 1
Within 3904 23.28

Total 4095

res.ftillredirsmnigailwaISMIN~AmINWINF

* p. 4 .05
** p. <.01
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The above tables indicate that siturl.ton correlates with both level and

category of communication at the p. < .01 level of significance. Furthermore

there are significant correlations (p. c .01 level) between situation and age,

age and level, age and category, observational situation and level, as well as

observational situation and category. It is interesting to note too that the

correlation between age, sex, and category is significant at the pi < .01 level

although the correlation between sex, age, situation and level is not signifi-

cant.

Thus, it can be said very definitely that the distribution of behavior

among the four levels and eight categories of communication changes from

classroom to nonclassroom situations, The nonciassroom setting with its

reduced control elicited an overall increase in the frequency of all

communication behavior with the exception of technology which was practically

unused. The nonuse of technological communications in the nonclass situation

was observed for all subjects within the sample. Of the 256 subjects for

whom observations were made in both situations, 272 revealed no decrease in

frequency in any behavior from classroom to nonclassroom settings. Less than

202 of all pairs of observations ( 7 Behaviors X 256 Subjects) revealed a

decrease from classroom to nonclassroom situation. In short, the formal

instructional methodology in the classroom requires a significant restriction

of all communication except the use of the technological extensions of verbal

symbols.

Al different analysis of the effects of situation upon behavior is

summarised in Figure 5. This figure shows the distribution of interpersonal

communication behavior among the four levels of communication from age 5

through 17.

1,011414J
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Ass

Figure S. Differences in Use of Levels of Communication, Both Sexes, Both

L
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The above figure shows the five-yeer-old children, observed in private

nursery schools, approximating an equal distribution of communication behavior

among the four primary levels. This may be seen as an approximation of the

organisation of communication behavior which the child brings to the public

school system. After/one year in the public school's primary grade, the

second grade (seven-yearrold cohort) child's communication behavior was

extremely modified in the social system of the school. The modification

consisted of a rapid (in one year) increase in the use of technological

instruments of communication and a sharp diminution in the use of effect and

body contact behavior. After the sharp restriction of affect and body contact

behavior during the first year of public school, the subjects begin gradually

to resume communicating through affect behavior, on a continually ascending

curve through the senior year in high school. The use of speech in the

school continues to decline from nursery through the sixth grade (eleven-year

cohort) and then something happens within the child or within the social

system of the school which is associated with an increase in the use of verbal

communication. Motor level communications show an almost linear decline from

nursery through senior high school.

The data provide strong support for the hypothesised restriction of the

child's use of levels I and II (biochemical and motor movement) communications

within the social system of the school. Possible inferences regarding the

psychological, behavioral, and general maturational effects of this are

discussed in the final chapter.

C. Th4.,...p.MsimaonofNonsaforInteer......ipsonComminitiBehavior

The preceding analyses of data indicate that the individual use of the

four primary levels of communication is significantly related to age, sex, and

social situation. The hypothesised differentials in interpersonal communica-

tion behavior thus tend to be validated by direct observations of behavior.
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In this section the mean ratio of behavior per level and category is

presented as tentative approximations of norms with reference to age, sex and

situation. These presentations may earl* as a basis for replication and

further validation in other situations and on other subjects. The term

"tentative approximation" is emphasised at this time.

Two depictions of the data are given. The first, Table 11, shows the

mean ratio of commmxicialon behavior in each level and category for boys and

for girls in each age cohort in classroom situations. The second depiction,

Tale 12, shows the mean ratio of communication behavior in each level and

category for both sexes in each- ige cohort in nonclass (lunchroom) situations.
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Age

5 a

17

a

a

Table 11.1

Distribution of Communication Behavior in
Classroom Situations by Age and Sex

Levels

Biochemi
Motor

Movement S ech Technolo_

Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl

23.6 24.5 62.4 61.6 7.2 6.6 6.8 7.3
7.6 7.0 6.3 10.4 4.5 3.5 8.5 8.2

18.7 16.2 57.9 53.5 4.8 5.8 18.6 24.5
5.3 4.5 8.5 11.0 4.0 3,9 8.8 11.6

19.9 19.0 57.6 57.1 3.6 4.8 18.9 19.0
7.1 8.0 7.2 9.8 3.9 4.6 9.0 13.0

21.5 19.3 54.5 56.6 2.5 4.2 21.5 19.8
7.5 4.2 14.9 7.5 1.6 4.1 14.8 9.6

22.2 20.7 51.4 50.4 5.4 5.1 20.9 23.8
7.2 7.4 10.9 12.9 4.5 4.8 14.9 16.2

..,,k0,-..........,-

19.8 23.7 53.2 44.7 3.9 4.4 23.1 27.2
6.4 7.8 13.7 8.7 3.4 3.9 14.2 13.3

21.4 25.5 47.3 49.7 5.7 6.1 25.6 18.6
5.7 7.1 9.7 9.7 5.6 5.0 13.5 11.1
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Table 12.1

Distribution of Communication Behavior in
Nonclasuroo Situations by Age and Sex

Levels

Biochemical
Motor

Movement
B. Girl Girl

24.1

7.8

20.5'

7.5

71.9

8.5

74.4

8.6

23.9- 22.8 70.7 71.5

7.6 7.1 10.2 8.0

25.0 24.8 71.0 66.8

6.7 7.7 9.3 8.0

25.7 23.9 63.6 61.1

6.4 6.9 8.0 7.1

mimpowirostallOmmuliwallia1114110111111,111rIllor

23.7 25.9 60.6 57.2

6.9 4.4 8.2 7.2
intioworiemerrialmildumii4111111,

23.2 25.5 56.8 53.3

4.9 6.0 6.2 5.2

ech
Bo Girl

3.9

4.1

5.0

60.

IM11111011111

5.3

4.1

5.2

4.7

3.9 8.2

4.2 7.6

10.0 13.7

4.9 5.2

islollatornahrow40000101100

13.2 14.6

8.3 5.5

18.2 15.7

8.4 5.0

.1

.4

.1 .5

.2 1.4

.1 .1

.3 .3

vessolimmostrlemilhourravimido.....

.7

1.7

1.3

5.3

2.4 2.2

7.3 5.6

1.8 3.5

4.9 10.6
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The data summarized in Tables 11 and 12 appear more graphically in

the following figures which highlight the differences with reference to

age, *ex and situation.

.250

Figures 6.1. 6.8

Differences in Use of Levels of Communication, Boys and Girls,

Clissroom and Nonclassroam Situations
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The Trends in Communication Behavior as Related to Age, Sex and Situation

A brief review of the data in this section (C) will serve to summarize

the trends in communication behavior from five years of age through 17 in the

school situations. Each communication level and its categories is discussed

in sequence.

.......mavcuLg4.1aEgkt The biochemical level of communication, as noted in

Chapter II, is the primary level associated with the origins and the sulvival

of the neonate and child. It does not drop out of the repertoire of communi-

cation behavior sitar speech is learned but, as the data show, it continues

through adolescence. Casual observation of adults too, in any interpersonal

transaction situation, shows that it continues through life.

The data have shown that in classroom situations biochemical communica-

tions account for between 16% and 252 of all interpersonal communication

behaviors. Affect accounts for the bulk of these behaviors, and body contact

accounts for a very minor share. The small ratio of bfdy contact occuring in

the nursery (2.9% of the total communication behavior) is further restricted

in the elementary grades and high schools, in both the classroom and non-

classroom settings. from age 7 through 13 there is an increasing resumption

of the use of affect behaviors on the part of both boys and girls in the

classroom situations. However, during age 13 affect responsivity on the part

of boys again declines, while for girls it continues to rise. This marked

differentiation between the sexes occurring at p ubert y has interesting

possible implications in terms of biosocial maturation, includinibiochemical

changes as well as dhanges in cultural expectations regarding differential

behavior between the mos.
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neaMESNLE_IMSLI Motor leovement cominications, what Mead (1934)

called the "language of gestures," constitute approximately 54% of all

exanUnielitiOn behivior in the classroom and 56% in the lunchroom. In the

nursery school the :Patio is slightly higher, 1.41., 62% of all communication

aCts The differences between boys and girls are minimal in nonclassroom

situations while in classrooms the differences appear primmerily at ages 7
and 15.

*lbw the motor smivement level is broken down into its three catsgoles
some very Interesting differences appear between the sexes and between

cleisvoon end nonclasaroom behavior. There is a sharp decline in the use of
extremitioe from the 5th to the 7th year, with girls' use of this behavior
declining more than does boys' (the same as with affect behavior). From 7

through 15 there appear to be irregular fluctuations in the use of these
behaviors. /Mt age 15 through 17 boys show a sharp trend coward restriction
while girls show a sharp increase in these communication behaviors in the
classroom. In nonclassroom situations there la a general decline in the use

of extremities from age 11 through 17 for both sexes, although the frequency
in the use of extremities, in the nonclassroon situations is such higher than
in. th classroom situation.

Use of their bey* in comnunication behirtios shows a consistent decline
for,hoys .and girls from ages 5 through 17 ia nonclaseroom situations. In

aliment**, situations boy*" use of , the head is relatively constant with the
exception of age 13 when it declines sharply, but is quickly recovered by

age 15 end Xweeins constant through age 17. (GUIs' use of the head, however,
in the classroom shows a general decline from age 5 through the 15th year.

6 ,

A slight increase is noted between the 15th and 17th year. Thus, by the 15th
year boys appear to be nodding, shaking their heads, shifting their "looking
behavioemuch more frequently than do girls. Those differences between the
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sexes appearing around the time of puberty do indeed have interesting implica-

tions regarding the differential use of these 5ehaviors in the culture.

Perhaps the boys at 13 begin what is popularly known as "girl watching."

The use of postural shifts shows a consistent decline from age S through

the 17th year in classroom situations for both boys and girls, In nonclass-

room situations posturing behavior declines until age 15 when it begins to

rise and continues rising through the 17th year, Apparently the approach of

adulthood is associated with increased use of postural shifts as communication

behavior.

snips Speech accounts for only approximately 72 of the communica-

tion behavior of both boys and girls in the school. Almost all of this

involves the use of verbal symbols. Oral utterance without verbal form, such

as yelling, granting and groaning, consitute less than 1/10 of 12 of the oral

communications.

Ma the classroom situation the use of speech accounts for approximately

7% of the five-yearold's communication ala this percentage shows a sharp

decline for boys until the 11th year and a somewhat less steep decline for

girls. Around the 11th year, however, both sexes tend to become much more

verbally active. By the 17th year in nonclessroom situations both the boys

and the girls are using speech in more than 1541 of their communication

behaviors. It is interesting to note that speech is sharply reduced by the

first grade experience and continues to decline in the classroom situations

until around the age of puberty. The upward curves in speech behavior for

both boys and girls were continuing at the cut-off age of 17.

MMINGUnkt As noted previously, the fivorwyear-old child shows

a remarkably consistent pattern of interpersonal coomunication behavior with

all four levels contributing almost By the beginning of the second

year in grade school, however, the ust of technological extensions of speech
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3y in the classroom (at the expense of the other three

levels) and ti aue rather consistently to account for from 18% to 30% of all

communication behaviors in school°. In nonclassroom situations, however,

technological nice ions are very infrequently used, with the percentage

ranging from 0 to 3.4%. The differences between the sexes are noticeable at

th *in at the 15th through 17th years. Girls during the first

acquire the use of technological communications more rapidly

Prom the 9th through the 11th year the sexes are about equal,

but the gir lag behind the boys from 15 through 17 years. What this means

in termeof the generally,f0und tendency for girls to exceed boys' grades

through elementary and junior high school would require further reeeercho The

sharp reversal in rho frequency of the use of technologicel communications

004U *rowed the 15th year tad continuing through the 3.7th year may be

MU tad in the higher grades obtained by boys in senior =high school as

compered to girls.



The implications of this study are.found not only in the data which have

been discussed in the previous nhapter but also in the theoretical formula-

tion and the research methodology out of which the data have emerged. While

it would be possible to extract a wide range of implications the discussions

will be confined to communication theory, research methodology and educational

theory and practice.

THFL/CATIOWS TOR. COMMUNICATION THEORY

Reference has been made repeatedly La the earlier teatime of this report

to the fact that a behaviorally based communications theory has yet to be

fully explored and developed. Mead's behavioral approach to communication in

the early part of this century tended to be bypassed in communications,

paythologicel and educational research. However, head's work, as well as

earlier work in sociology, anthropology, and biology plus the more recent

data in behavioral science research has been the basis of this investigation

and has led to the findings which have been discussed previously.

The date presented in Chapter nohow that interpersonal transactions

occur 31 the four levels of cemmunication which have been postualigl (Richmond

and Buehler, 1962). Furthermore there is clear evidence that the uses made of

these four levels vary among thildlomswith respect to' age and sex. In short,

different behatilors enter into communication processes and these differences:

are related to agtatid to aleXiiit the ididlinik From the present empirical

findings it Is not at all unteaMonablete predict also that these differences.

in the behavioral processes luvolvede in communication differ with respect to

culturologicals sociological, psychologicaltisod other ,variebles which

ladriwiftwaltnaividual'and group'behavioe. These letter variables are subjects

for further research, however.
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There is evidence in this study also that in the school situation the

child's communication behavior is not limited to speech and technology even

though the curriculum and the instructional technology concentrate upon these

two levels. Discussion of this will be deferred until a later section, but

mention of it is made in this context to indicate that the communication

behavior of children, even where the official system utilises only two

communication levels, ikgmatimijwightjajojajwomm. It seems reasonable

therefore to state that further considerations of research on communication must

take into account the full range of communication behavior, else theory

construction will be limited simply to speech behavior and/or technological

communication. There is no denying the fact that in a technological society

great emphasis, importance and status oust be attached to the technological

level of communication and the use of verbal symbols. This is particularly

true of social organisation and operations on the comit, national, and

international levels. But it is an obvious fact that in the dayk-by-day living

processes of people, technological communication is not a universal medium nor

is speech a universal necessity. Many cultures exist without a written

language. It is a well-known fact too that children survive, learn and mature

for months after birth without the use of verbal symbols and throughout life

an enormous amount of essential learning and adaptation takes place without tae

use of verbal communications.

It is easier at this juncture to point to the deficiencies in communicar.

tion theory than it is to postulate a theoretical scheme which would account

for all of the communication phenomena in human life. The approach represented

in this study he been em irical and datum has been behavioral. We have

postulated as parsimoniously as possible to provide a focus for behavioral

observation and analyses of the cumulative data. Theory refinement thus would

follow espiric'el finding's rather than precede such findings. The danger in any
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reversal of this process has been cited by Krasner and Ullmann (1965) who note

that theories of psychotherapy and of personality have been postulated and

then data has been collected in an attempt to substantiate the theory, with

negative and/or questionable results. The same has boon said of the teaCher-

learner process (Gage, 1965) .

Our data supports the assumption that communication theories whose data

are restricted to verbal symbols or technology are inadequate. Furthermore,

the study has demonstrated the feasibility of obtaining empirical data on the

full range of human communications which must be taken into account in theory

construction.

DtPLICATMMRISZARCH MKTRODOLOGY

Research on communication behavior still lacks any generally accepted

criterion as to what behaviors should be taken into account. As recently as

19641M0Amn, Mueller and Lindaley, in an article entitled "Direct Measurement

of Commmication," focus only upon sialif talking, andlygusgAIL behavior

occurring in the interpersonal transaction situation identified as a

psychiatric interview. However, Buehler and Richmond (1963) observed

communication behavior in *any interpersonal situations including psychiatric

interviews and it was obvious that looking, talking and listening behavior

constituted only a ma atet, of the ongoing communications events in the

interview situation, and that all of the four levels postulated in this study,

including the eight categories, are utilised in varying degree by both

patients and clinicians. The former study is illustrative of many studies

that could be cited in which the classification systems exclude such communica-

tion behaviors as body contact, affective behaviors, postural shifts, etc.

'feet oissio'ne lead to acute peradoxes in behavioral science for the simple

reason that other research depeen ds upon the communications behaviors which are
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omitted from the kind of study cited above. We are referring here to the very

active and inpressive research area known as social learning. In this area,

every one of the eight categories of communication behavior postulated in this

study is used frequently as either positive or aversive reinforcement agent and

the attentive researcher gives then a significant place as behavioral contin-

gencies even though he does not always refer to them as communication events.

The gist of what is being said here is that comunications research

is in great need of a methodology which can take into account the full range of

human comunication, particularly the full range which occurs in interpersonal

transactions. The past neglect of interpersonal transactions in communication

research accounts nO doubt for the absence of a weli defined research method-

Zwo methodology for research on the level of verbal symbols and

technology where communication research has concentrated, is well developed.

The accumulating data obtained by the method presented in this study suggests

that a viable method for researching the full flow of communication behavior

lay now be available.

Wo claim is made that the methodological problem has been resolved in

this study r. The only claim to methodological uniqueness lies in the fact that

the method Makes, it possible to observe and record all of the observable cos-

aunicetion' events which occur in can ongoing interpersonal transaction process.

Once the necessity for such a methodology is accepted it will be possible to

develop nor* refined' instruments to achieve more exhaustive records of inter-

Per tasamnication events. It is sole possible of course to achieve more

minute protocols in any one of the eight categories preiently used if the

observations are' limited to sistolo lsoal mais"-tements Previous to the develop-

nent'of .theICSAW 'research has tended to focus in a detailed manner upon one or

and has iMariably 'omitted other levels OUtsitegories

tei1,496011ammond ,1961 etc.) There are still me* current
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studies which depend entirely upon audio taps recordings in analyses of

communication events. It should be obvious by this time that the minimum

requirements for tape recording of interpersonal csermication would require

video tape. But the video taps does not solve the classification problem

because it does not demand any. particular focus of attention on the part of

theAlate. analyst., It simply Where the data and preserves it uncoded.

Another -unique aspect of the ICBM- is that it is simple to use in

obtaining reliable protocols otcommunication behavior. Key Panels are inex-

pensive to acquire and..thereforeAtro easily.. learned by persons of diverse back-

groundgvas re have shown in our previous research. While a video tape would be

useful for develOpinttraininumaterials as well as for laboratory studies, the

uightjetetegories,subsumeekunder the four levels represent behaviors that are

easily observed by iniyone..mithout resorting to technological instrumentation.

Anothercommokcherecteristic of research is, to postulate some instru-

mental construct onCrOqUirethe observerto..conduct a running interpretation

0U4Shevioral events and record, these events in terms of their assumed instru-

mental values Such protocols. of. course. are no. more than* record of the

subjective interpretations of the observers and leavevut the behavioral

eventsHwhickth...ebeerver we.continuously-interpreting. -Illustrations of

this type of study WeJound:in Hammond who studied "what one person learns

frolvOnothevivInterpersonsl. copeusicatOne" (1965). A detailed list of the

behaviorWevents. involved, in. the warning, situation is omitted and recordings

grolootwofthousumed learniong,,defined., in cognitive. terms.

4LAIIMeMerrte,thissectinwshould.pm047, be entitled "Toward .the.

resserelv,,methodo logy '..$32 interpors oaaal communications7

r$01*-2;',,n000.40400441::, devolgpimont, id 44.44e, minimums, adders,. . was.

atin4ei wider- ,Seehothtry 44,4 X) , e441. as In !Astor iesvoisent 04,1 2) .

400.4 there os:..no,,stendart.diffex.entiations in the events such
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as themereInlevels 3_and 4, A wide variety of speech behaviors as well as

technological behaviors:has been identified and categorised in linguistics and

technological literature. In comparison, Levels 1 and 2 are in a very primi-

tive state of within -level differentiation.. The fact of the natter is that

much research and writing simply lumps all of Levels 1 and 2 into a general

"cache basin" labeled "nonverbal," and lots it go at that; e.g., Krasner, L.,

itudies_of thwconditioningof verbal behavior. Faye:h. Bull*, 1958, 55, 148-170.

2. .....ibizimadifica,o.......w.....illiseurnsth

field of research. which converges with the research methodology used

in this study-is-social learning. This area, frequently referred to as

"Behavior Modification" (Krasner-and Ullman, 1965), is replete with data per -

taining to behaviors which are classified by the ICBAM as Levels 1 and 2.

Social learning researchers take it for *ranted that very significant learning

occurs through the human. use of Levels 1 and 2. Preliminary studies (Furniss,

1964; Buehler an&Patterson, 1964) suggest that the use of the interpersonal

ciammunication behavior analysis method (MAO in social learning research

makes possible a more precise analysis of both the behavior to be modified and

the modifying contingencies. Consequently, this methodology has important

potentials for social learning-tesearch,as well's for communication research

4)0r ,,se* .This-wasigraphically illustrated when Furniss (1964) observed inter-

Amrsonal, Cemmunitatins octurri44m a peer group of delinquent. girls and

found.thati2lof411-communication events which reinforced, delinquent atti-

tudearand,hdhivtorociturredAm Levels, 1 and ZT-and, only 18% occurred on

lievels-1. and 4 turthermore-she found' that. staff umbers who were unaware of

their:Own ceimunication behavior. tended to-Areward'antpunish.delinquent

imihaVier.-indfacriminately..' Such social learning data would be completely lost

bed 1**-1.1tearelciesthedology been cOnfined to- tha use of. audio tapswith-the

ice. ltimpomnAtUbjeots'speec
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The fact that some of the social learning research is now taking place

in educational settings,(Rijou, 1960; Patterson, 1964; etc.)

indicates that a substantial scientific literature is accruing which points

to significant learning occurring through peer group communication behavior in

0aucatimml settings. Outside of research studies these behaviors and their

learning products are, of course, mainlinforMil and not systema4sapaz

introduced, controped or wvented by the official curriculum or instructional

technology. Nevertheless, their impact upon student attitude and behavior is

well documented in psychological research.

If the rapidly expanding field of social learning research should

increasingly utilize school settings as naturalistic laboratories, and this

would appear likely because of its emphasis upon socialization processes, a

growing, body ofempirical data on the learning effects of peer group and teacher-

student transactional behaviors will become available. These behaviors, by the

definition of the parameters of this study, are interpersonal communications.

The more precisely such communication behaviors are identified, observed and

recorded the more, valid will be the data on the acquisition of new behavior.

It is important to note too-thet social learning research shares the

same focus upon the immediate transactional events and situation as does our

approach to communication. Reference has been made previously (Richmond and

Buehler, 1962; Butiiler and Richmond, 1965) to the fact that interpersonal com-

munication funaticnaF.to integrate the Individual intrappersonally and inter-

personally, *Ile the function of information theory is to project communicaim

tions inIatAukilige Such informetion media as books, newspapers, radio,

television and art forms project and store communications. Interpersonal com-

munication events however are immediate, ongoing and transient. Social learning

data indicates, boweisra that their effects upon personality, attitudes and

behgviorare relatively Purnaumnt. The social learning researcher seeks to

ch,101, behav ior by suktuipulatiag the Immediate environmental contingencies;
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i.e., transactions rather than by seeking to recall the past and unraveling

assumed past causes in the traditional manner of evocative therapy. This of

course has been a standard modus operandi in educational activities. A. child

is taught to write correctly by correcting his writing in the present rather

than by attempting to unravel antecedent causes of spelling errors. The focus

upon present, ongoing behavior which is shared by interpersonal communication

research and social reinforcement learning research is uniquely appropriate in

educational settings and compatible with the traditional educational emphasis

upon current performance.

3. 11161491011MILVAIELVA

The de-emphasis upon empirically determined behavior at the expense of

personality, instrumental, and other noioperationally defined constructs which

has characterised the social sciences in general has had its impact upon edu-

cational, research. A survey of educational literature uncovers little

empirical data on student behavior, teaching behavior, peer group behavior in

classrooms, or behavioral referents to curricular material. It is true of

course that certain kindly of student or teacher behavior (performance)

underlies such terms as "IA.," "achievement," "instruction," "class manage-

ment," etc. However, relevant social interpersonal and vocational behavior is

seldom linked to these terms.

&mover, as SchaloCk Beaird and Simons (1964) indicated "The

educational field at the present time lacks both, a theoretical framework that

identifies relevant variables within the educative process and instruments by

Which to MOM. then,"
,

sows writers add that "Oimervational systems

available for the laeasurement of teacher behavior in the classroom typically

focus upon variables which lack theoretical relevancy."

considerations suggest that the grilse of reference, research

Lathodelog* &OA accumulated data outlined in this study may have direct rele-

vance to some of the current issues and needs in education as discussed below.
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a, Teacher-Learner Procespet

If all transactions between to and student are communica-

tions, occurring on all four levels, then every such transaction becomes a part

of the student's learning experience. The teacher is teaching whether she

speaks or not; whether she uses written materials or not. Her communication

behavior becomes an essential part of her teaching. Teacher training thus

would have to include training in interpersonal communication behavior and the

trained teacher would be one whose nonverbal as well as verbal behavior

facilitates the maturation processes of the student. Itmpirical data on such

maturation facilitating behavior are not presently available. The principles

of social reinforcement are well defined in the literature but there are no

known instances in which teachers' communication behavior, on all levels of

communication, is formally scheduled as a part of the instructional input.*

* "Direct observation should play a crucial part in the most fundamental
kind of research on teaching - the search for effective patterns of classroom
behavior - the type of research most worthy of the name Metto-eq Research.
The latter term is used here to include any study whose purpose is to find out
now a teacher should behave in the classroom to achieve more effectively one
or more of the goals of instruction.

"The classic design for methods research requires that one (or more)
classes be taught by an experimental mmthod and one (or more) by a 'control
method.' The dependent variable is a measure of the gains of pupils in each
class on an appropriate test. The classic design doss not involve any obser-
vation of the teaching in either class to find out whether - and to what
degree - the method supposed to be applied actually is applied. If the
results of the experiment do not justify rejection of the null hypothesis,
there is no way of eliminating the possibility that the failure to find a
difference between methods may have been due to the fact that both classes
were taught by the same method, despite the fact that the teachers were
supposed to use different methods. But if appropriate measurement of the
teaching behavior under each experimental condition are mode by direct
observation, this possibility can be eliminated. If desired, the relation-
ship between the degree to which the method is applied and the amount of
pupil gain can be studied directly."

Donald Medley and Harold E. Mits.,. Leam.mtriClassroomittlaviorbySystematic
Observation. N. L. Gage (Ed) Handbook of Research on Teaching, Page 249-250.
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When definitions of communication Ln teacher training literature

and practicum4re limited to Speech and technology, it probably is inevitable

that Other levelicoUcesiOnidation are -retarded by the teacher as not only

unimpoitsat but also as interference with the teather4eerning process. That

thli process, a preileitly defined in the curriculum, stresses technology at

the Opense of the other leVels Of communication, is documented throughout the

data' shaft in Cahoter'Ilt,' The kindergarten system, as this Chart shows, allows

ipprOsilate equal use of all four levels of communication, but during the

firt grade the'presehtinitructionel technology forces upon the child a

drAltic:1*alance in his former integrated coma...ideation behavior. He now must

Merely ristriettlit'affeetive and body contact responses, stop using verbal

Sad 10tOr4o4imints AS frequently as before, mad learn quickly (within one

year) iti-bibeve predominantly on'Ihe technological level of communication.

Whit this diciet to thiJohiles'eletionel equilibilum, his feelings and attitudes

towird-the '46001 ai'SiiiicialHaystem-ana his general maturation process, can

only be speculated*onit-this time. 1:n4iticussing why "many of our children

dislike school Or fitiiihtheir sChooling Uneducated" Hall (1959) calls this

great4treimiupon reading In' Child's early educational experience "one of the

obVioui'defeets ti Arneiitii"OidisOke (PieS55). A series of researches on the

effect. Of this foü' labalinceifl'ehil'o6msnleatiou behavior, and conse-

*tatty im-th4ii iiitursiiati*Oeiiiiiiies of a sixyear old child, would be necessary

Widieitify'the'effettiliteirdh IA thii area would appear not only

reilibiab1ett'i4Co8iiiriit 'this titte in vliou'of the unsolved problem as to

drop out Of or limp their way through,

the4dblie0-1604 sy$àI. This Clio Mikes Oidessary a resmiaAtion of the

iiiMiteit'thst it& dillitten4ielotit eductb14444cerding to the classic

difittition of oductMlity,
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data on the cats

in grayly to resume their use

while motor movement continues

to decline, reaching a vary infrequent level during the senior high school

years. The four research assistants who collected the data in this study, all

of whom were Ph.D. candidates taking advanced seminars, noted that in their

experience the graduate seminar reproduced essentially the some communication

wistem utilised in the kindergarten. Without belaboring this point unduly, we

would mention that the public schools' inability to retain large numbers of

children through adolescence is a utter of great public concern and alternate

educational systems such as the Job Corps are being promoted by political and

economic leaders. Whether these substitutes will utilise behavioral science

knowledge in the area of learning and communication is of course a moot

question. Nevertheless Ball's awareness of the "obvious defects in the

American pedagogy" is shared by responsible officials in government.

b. The *r '

After a series of studies of social, reinforcement learning in

the laboratory, the home, and the school, Patterson (1964) commented that the

"peer group is the forgotten teaching *gent in education." This is indeed a

thought provoking observation. Mate is well documented evidence that the

impact of peer group interpersonal transactions increases as the child

approaches adolescence and rapidly reaches the point in which the peer grorp

exercises such more influence in both shaping and controlling behavior than

do adults) regardless of the authority position of adults. The data in this

study indicate that regardless of the organisation and the management of the

classroom, these informal interpersonal cosaunicstion processes continue,

albeit sub toss. 1 These data support Patterson's further comment that the peer
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group is in fact a "teaching mach133s which has its own programming"

(1964). ,lIfforts to suppress these communications serve simply to alienate the

infOrlifa COMiladalltift system among the peer group from the formal communica-

tion, system pros ooted by the teacher. Under these conditions, the peer group

promisees to. which Patterson alluded keens indeed the available but forgotten
tool in education.

Ivo though the formal teaching technology does not utilise the

peer group as teaching agent .the fact of, the matter is that peer group teaching

and leerning does go on in the classroom. In other words, cosmunication

transactions are a universal phenomena when two or more persons are in physical
prosimitq. These transactions can be either utilised, ignored, or punished by
the teacher. They can support or negate the effort of the official cousunica-
tics* system of the school to promote socially appropriate knowledge and skills.
To the extent that these informal transaction are ignored or suppressed in the
schools one of the most significant learning resources available without

financial-cost to the school wasted. The data in this study simply add to

the existing data in the behavioral soleness which indicate that there must be

an integration of the forma and informal contnutication systems if in into-
gaited social system is to he achieved. This omens, in terms of educational

practice, that peer group consunication processes must be incorporated into
and utilised by the. social system of the clisesrools.

aggrjgdasmt=0011
The design of the curriculty serves to structure and to control

and the student_ behavior is the classroom. It shapes and controls
products of the *thou/ ,ase social ,system. The dote in this study simply

verigige comon.100040441144 Amt.-Sao that the curriculun concentrates upon and

alas at# faeilitating manisum possible learning on. the tochnologicsi level of

000semicetien.
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Current dropout, low reading and other technical achievement

rates indicate that in spite of the concentration upon technological achieve4.

sent, for *any children the curriculum fails to develop the minimal social-

*vocational levels of to skill. A reasonable inquiry would be the

extent to which the suppression of Levels l 20 and 3 communication behavior

in the classroom retards the achievement of skill even on the technological

level? An allied question is whether the concentration upon Level 4 behavior,

at the expense of Levels 1, 2, and 3 has been deterained by empirical data on

learning or by social control and other considerations not empirically relevant

to human growth and learning. Certainly it is easier to manage a group when

behavior on levels 1, 2, and 3 is at a minimum because the increased volume and

the complexity of transactional behaviors which inevitabley occurs when

beheviorel restrictions are reduced, impose* great demands upon teacher and

administrator social leadership

The maximum ussa of a child's full range of communication behavior,

which would mean in, effect utilising the peer stoup as a teaching agent would

necessitate a major revision of the current, technologically focused curriculum.

Also, it would necessitate major changes in the instructional role of the
teacher. There are, no doubt, models for such revisions operating in any

areas of education but the official_ curriculum from the first through the
twelfth grade in the school system in which this research vas conducted was

technologically, oriented.

search on this problem- would necessitate many methodological

COW One approach Itould be tot determine the ,comaunication

behavior which the child ihrialui,12,ft school situation; design instructional
behaVlor this loads of communication utilised by the child and his peers;

linterpereonal communications of the peer group, on all levels-9
4 k

activities aimed at social, emotionel, technological
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and vocational norms.* Involved in ttrtis wc:;lid be, a reconsideration of such

co:Wept* and current practides ass classroom control; discipline; determination

of the specific goals for the immediate and long -.rte achievement for each

child; and the evaluation of student progress. Such an approach is suggested

met a possibly aeons for making the social system of the public's school

conduci* of growth and learning appropriate for each child.

d. Co trot

The school is a social 'system of which the classroom is a sub-
system. Much attention has focused upon system* of control in social systems

In recent years; in psychological, sociological, political science, and
related fields. The preoccupetion with this concept appears more visible in

industrial circles, ,particularly thou connected with the aerospace industry,

than in any other sectors of public life. However, & vast amount of literature

has been accumulating through psychological and sociological research in

institutions such as mental hospitals, prisons, and the correctional field in
general. Research in this area IWO tkOt been particularly visible in the field
of education.

There 'Wilmer. toms very . pertinent litsriture on the subject
Which has steamed fromeduoation since Hartshorne and May"s humus studies of

deceit aloft school-children. ,,Thst finding* in this study have 'been replicated

*gain and again and inditate that behavior is * function of the social system

in which: the behavior- occurs Studies lay tort Levin' spearheaded these analyses

social porthole/I' end related fields. k pistutisl of social science

telreture pertaining to institutions) indicates without any dOubt that the

* In hleaddromms of ,Ibirlitesident to tic e SevAnsty-third Annual tion
of the /American 'Psychological Association, Chicago, Sept. 4, 19650 Jerome S.
Irteser semtions the tandas inetttittion to utilise "tolling out of context
rather than 10101134 in context" and "What 1/4 imparted often has little to do
with life *is 'lived in' the society
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and that the systm of control In the soda milieu is ors if not the major

variable influencing the behavioral outcomes of the social system. No less *

docvment then the report of the Joint Cousdesion on Mental Illness (the five-

year study of mental health programs in the United States, financed by the

Federal COV40231.111t) noted the fact that the social psycholosical approaches in

institutional organisation and control were having the more lasting effective-

ness in the care and treatment of patients. This thrust in 110411. system

research rhas led, of course, to the general opinion in the correctional and

mental health fields that the large institution is inimical to the goals of

behavior modificstion in the direction of, social norms because of the tendency

of a large institution to "institutionalise" the resident.

0130 of the concepts which rhas emerged from these studies is that

the larger institution tends to develop systems of social control, opera-

tionalised r throu& administration, that Impose uniformities in behavior which

suppress the development of indivAduelsity and of group identification. People,

that is residents, come to be treated "en nesse" rather than, as individual

and as neadme of mstaingful subgroups. Administratively prepared technologi-

cal communisations Amoco*, the fastruamnt for social control, replacing

interpersonal communicationes it parallel finding is that spontaneous human

groups eannoCarise, exercise any therapeutic corrective or educational

influence Wass the -surroundine social *yet* allow do wall group sub-

system' cottsidershle autonomy. Furthermore. this autonomy has to includa SAt

228E Unto sla* the subsystem howsver entonOmOus the leads,: may bell still

oPeratu IOU* coatroliaid Atontrol and authority.

Theft genera. bectgound stetements have, ao mede,simply to point

Aiding its classroom

salba mei is "Otter of tainas fOr m o Baal tic ftveitsisturn, This is

up fact that the soci4 control erition Qf a 04
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particularly necessary as the behm2oral sciLnces, including education, morn*

from the traditional self-actional concepts of behavior and further develop

operational definitions of human development and behavior in terms of trans-

actional processes.

Thee IC lends itself to social system analyses. While the

subjects in this study were studente nevertbeless in the process of observing

student communication behavior the social control system within the alaas-

Maio the lunchroom, and other areas of the school where children were

observed could 110t help but be noticed by the data collectors* While we have

AO Urn data On these phenomena to report, nevertheless some very positive

isepreitions were obtained which may be used for generating specific follow-up

research.

It was noted that in general, social control in the classroom as

well is in the lunchroom, etc .0 was vested in the teacher. The teacher

sanaged the social situation by controlling the interrperatinal communication

behavior of the 'students. furthermore the, teacher used her own interpersonal

commanication behavior as the inetrumiint for social control. Such cosmunica-

tion control lasehaniaias as the following were' obserVed. The student could

smile as as the frequency' of the sailing met with the teacher Ls approval.

Body contact Was peraatssible under SOO 4101idi tiONS times and places and among

certadn'atudentai, butt'arat rigorously suppressed-4kt other times, -fulOng other

studious fleeting MO COlittetS would pass tomcatted and as the data

indicates, wire relatively frequent particularly swag the younger children,

but prolonged body contatw would Icsid to a 4 ng frown, * head Shake, a

ettblit ti,011 othet t tiegeti,Ve vitt:forcing communication behavior on the

tuber. Body AliCAftallit

410 MIT* time,* ad

h was rigorously,Sit

sible with certain

Partaiallible tO stand, to

ed. Paw Aterlaalisetion behavior
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generally was suppressed, particularly those verbalisations which would express

negative thoughts or feelings toward peers, the teacher, or the situation in

general.

Further descriptive statements could be made regarding the social

entrols which were utilised in the classroom, but the specific point is that

the agent for social control was the teacher; the instruments for social

control used by the teacher were her own communication behavior; and the

phenomenon that was controlled was the communication behavior of the students.

These observations suggest a definition of social system control as control of

the communications in the social system, because it appears, from these

observations, that the communication system maintains the social system.

The implications of this for research are many, indeed. How

much body motion, body contact, postural shifts, affective behavior, free

verbalisation, and other communication behaviors are necessary for maximal

learning for the 5,.7, 9, 11, 13, 15 and 17-year old child? It was obvious in

the observations that the criterion used in determining the acceptability or

unacceptability of the communication behavior of the students was whether or

not these communication behaviors interfered with the official curriculum and

schedules of the school. Whether this criterion would be validated by

maturational data is a moot question, and in the opinion of the writers,

deserves careful research. This point is emphasised because maturational

or increasingly involves the social interpersonal conditions which

facilitate or distOrt normal biosocial growth.

The siethadology in much of the research in this area involves

behavioral observation; ca., Blauvelt (1956), Barlow (1962), and the well

udies in Sensory beprivatiOn. The =BAK shows potential for furthering

in this area end for documenting the behavioral events involved in
k

diitersatial social goatees anti their differential systems of social control.
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In, conclusion we would like to reiterate a primary principle of human

behavior which is, becoming predominant in the behavioral sciences, that

behavior, is a function, of the social interpersonal system in which it occurs.

Self-activeting constructs which attribute behavior to antecedent causation

or nonbekawinrillY defined personality constructs are being abandoned in not

only psychology, sociology and anthropology Out in psychiatry as well. Thus,

when inappropriate behavior occurs in the social system of the family, the

community, or, the classroom the soc4al,system is examined to determine what

communications in the system are evoking and reinforcing the behavior.

Throughout such social system analyses the focus is on behavior as transactions

between and among living organisms.

Research on communication behavior alone will not produce a viable

theory of education because in the educational enterprise behavior in the

classroom (student or teacher) is not an end in itself. The acquisition of

socially ro2,..92Lii.ite nem behavior Is the crucial matter. Behavioral observe-

tian systems which are not operationally tied into behavioral processes which

produce, new behavior lea theoretical relevance and usefulness for the

teacher. The teacher has not only the right but en obligation to demand of

the researcher some empirical answers to such questions as: "What difference

does it make if 1 do or don't smile, touch the child, or ignore his behavior?"

"What difterence does it make if I use every means possible to eliminate or to

fully utilise interpersonal transactions among the students in my classroom?"

It may be redundant in this context to reiterate that no teacher,

counselor, therapist, or parent can change attitudes or thinking by bypassing,

bbarjav The only human phenomeselich anyone can cope with directly is

IlLUIIgsm. But, whet behaviors beget what behavior? Education, along with all

the behavioral sciences sorely needs a the, m of 2ft.. The literature is
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raplatel with theories of "eso identifications," "motivation," "group dynamics,"

"transference," and Nolstential vacuums." It is replete with theories of

"to'hicher effectiveness" which lack any semblance of empirical linkage with

shot teacher £ *tea to prudes, behavioral offset I in student B, particularly

those behavioral effects which are manifest WW1 the classroom.

vary cogent meow? the authors eas the ICBM as

necessarily tied- into research on the orisiess. maintsneaca, and alteration of

behavior The, doseumentaitoa differattain in Interpersonal communication

behastor in-tersovof as** asx and othervari*bles in only oissiMen step

towertlinking,theso behind:ors, sapirically, with transactional be ors

sviiight modify loehavior.
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